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a b s t r a c t
The Orc calculus is a simple, yet powerful theory of concurrent computations with great
versatility and practical applicability to a very wide range of applications, as it has been
amply demonstrated by the Orc language, which extends the Orc calculus with powerful
programming constructs that can be desugared into the underlying formal calculus. This
means that for: (i) theoretical, (ii) program veriﬁcation, and (iii) language implementation
reasons, the formal semantics of Orc is of great importance. Furthermore, having a semantics
of Orc that is executable is essential to provide: (i) a formally-deﬁned interpreter against
which language implementations can be validated, and (ii) a (semi-)automatic way of
generating a wide range of semantics-based program veriﬁcation tools, including model
checkers and theorem provers.
This work proposes a formal executable semantics for Orc in rewriting logic, to support
formal veriﬁcation of Orc programs and to make possible semantics-based correct-byconstruction Orc implementations. While being a very simple calculus, Orc has a quite
subtle semantics, so that fully capturing all its semantic aspects is highly nontrivial. The
two main sources of subtlety are: (i) its real-time semantics, and (ii) the priority of internal
computations within an Orc expression over external computations that process responses
from external sites. In this paper, we show a simple and elegant way of handling these
two sources of subtlety in rewriting logic using an order-sorted type system supporting
subtypes and subtype polymorphism, and “tick” rewrite rules for capturing time. Moreover,
our rewriting semantics incorporates useful semantic equivalences between Orc programs as
equations and equational attributes, making the semantics both more abstract and more
eﬃcient. The semantics of Orc is given in two different styles: (i) an SOS style, which
is directly based on the original SOS of Orc, whose correctness follows immediately by
construction, and (ii) a reduction semantics, which is much more eﬃciently executable
and analyzable, as shown through several experiments, and whose correctness is proved
using a strong bisimulation theorem. The paper also presents MOrc, a simulator and
model checking tool based on the rewriting semantics of Orc and Real-Time Maude. MOrc
facilitates formal veriﬁcation of Orc programs, and allows for user-deﬁned state predicates
and LTL formulas, with no need for any prior knowledge of Maude or its rewriting logic
foundations.
© 2015 The Authors. Published by Elsevier Inc. This is an open access article under the CC
BY-NC-ND license (http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-nc-nd/4.0/).
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1. Introduction
The Orc concurrency calculus [59,61,82] is very remarkable in that it combines great simplicity and mathematical elegance with great versatility and practical applicability to a very wide range of concurrent programming [61,42], web-based
programming [61], business processes [22], and distributed cyber-physical system applications. Indeed, the great elegance
and naturalness with which applications in all these areas can be programmed has been amply demonstrated by the Orc
language [41,60], which extends the Orc calculus with powerful programming constructs. The Orc language’s relationship to
the Orc calculus can be viewed as the analogue of the relationship between a purely functional language and the lambda
calculus: in both cases, all the language’s constructs can be desugared into the underlying formal calculus, which is crucial
for both ease of reasoning and ease of developing correct implementations.
All this means that for: (i) theoretical, (ii) program veriﬁcation, and (iii) language implementation reasons, the formal
semantics of Orc is of great importance. Furthermore, there is by now overwhelming evidence in various approaches to
formal semantics that the by far most useful semantic deﬁnitions are executable formal semantic deﬁnitions, for two main
reasons. First, many complex languages do not have a formal semantics at all, but have at best lengthy and ambiguous
standards in natural language and various compilers, often exhibiting different behaviors. In such a case, a “paper semantics”
is of very limited use, since the language’s complexity makes it in practice virtually impossible to validate whether such a
semantics (which cannot be compared to any other one by the language’s lack of a formal semantics) really captures the
intended, informal semantics described in its standard. By contrast, an executable formal semantics automatically provides
a formally-deﬁned interpreter, so that the semantic deﬁnition can be validated against the language’s standard and against
other mature language implementations to ensure that the informal semantics has been correctly formalized. Indeed, this
is exactly the approach advocated in the rewriting logic semantics project [51,56,73,57], where large languages have been
given an executable semantics in rewriting logic, including Java and the JVM [27,28], Scheme [49], Verilog [50], and, more
recently, C [26]. The case of C is a good illustration of why an eﬃcient executable semantics is essential, since the work
in [26] is the ﬁrst formal semantics ever given of the entire C language, a semantics which has been validated against the
entire gnu C compiler torture suite and has uncovered bugs in several C tools.
A second reason why an executable formal semantics is enormously more useful than a “paper semantics” is that a
wide range of program veriﬁcation tools, including model checkers, [51,56,57], theorem provers [57,70] and static analysis
tools [56,57] can be based directly on such an executable formal semantics in the sense of both being generated from the
executable semantics and embodying such a semantics. This, in turn, has two main advantages: (i) using languages such as
Maude [21] many of these program analysis tools can be generated automatically and for free from the semantic deﬁnition:
for example, the JavaFAN model checkers for Java and the JVM are automatically generated that way and compare favorably
with well-known Java model checkers [27,28], and (ii) there is no gap between the formal semantics and the program
analysis tools, since the tools are based on the program semantics. This is by no means the case for most formal tools,
which embody such a semantics only implicitly and sometimes erroneously. For example, the work in [26] has uncovered
several semantic errors in well-known theorem provers for C, and the work in [50] uncovered similar problems in mature
Verilog tools.
The goal of this work is to propose a formal executable semantics for Orc in rewriting logic [52], and to exploit such an
executable semantics in the above-mentioned ways to support formal veriﬁcation of Orc programs and to make possible
semantics-based correct-by-construction Orc implementations. Compared with a language such as C, the task is in several
ways much simpler, since Orc is a much simpler language than C, and has from the very beginning been designed as a
formal calculus with an SOS semantics [61]. However, Orc, while being a very simple calculus, has a quite subtle semantics,
so that fully capturing all its semantic aspects is highly nontrivial. In fact, it is not at all clear that this can be done in just
any semantic framework. The sources of subtlety include the following:
1. Real Time. Orc is a real-time calculus, where the passage of time is essential and where sophisticated real-time concurrent applications can be developed. Any semantic framework not supporting such a real-time semantics will be
useless.
2. Internal vs. External Computation. An Orc expression evaluates its constructs internally; but the evaluation may involve
making calls to external sites and eventually receiving answers from such site calls, so that the internal evaluation can
proceed. For example, an Orc expression may invoke both the CNN and BBC web sites with a given timeout, and then
send zero, one, or two emails to a given user with the respective contents of the web sites which responded before the
speciﬁed timeout. To avoid undesirable behaviors, internal computations should always be given priority over external
ones. In [61], this is modeled by having two transition relations in Orc’s SOS semantics, → R and → A .
We show in Section 5 that these two sources of subtlety can be handled in a quite simple and elegant way by our
rewriting logic semantics. Speciﬁcally, we show that using an order-sorted type structure [32], supporting subtypes and
subtype polymorphism, completely solves subtlety (2), so that a single transition relation enforces the desired priority of
internal over external computation. The solution of subtlety (1) is even simpler: the addition of a single additional “tick”
rule, modeling time elapse, to the semantic rules describing Orc’s instantaneous computations and the proper deﬁnition of
time execution semantics and time delays are all that is needed to obtain a real-time semantics.
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Another important feature of Orc’s rewriting logic semantics is that it incorporates eleven useful semantic equivalences
between Orc programs listed in Section 3.4; this makes the semantics both more abstract and more eﬃcient. The point
is that the rewriting semantics of Orc is a rewrite theory (Orc , E Orc ∪ B Orc , R Orc ), where R Orc are the transition rules, and
(Orc , E Orc ∪ B Orc ) is an equational theory capturing the eleven semantic equivalences as ﬁve equational axioms (“structural
equivalences”) B Orc , and six other equations E Orc , which are conﬂuent and terminating modulo B Orc . Furthermore, all these
semantic equations and rewrite rules satisfy all the required executability properties and are indeed executable in Maude
[21] and its Real-Time Maude extension [64], giving rise to an Orc interpreter.
An executable formal semantics of Orc is useful both for formal analysis purposes, such as model checking Orc programs,
and for deriving a correct-by-construction Orc implementation. However, for both these purposes executability of the rewrite
theory expressing Orc’s semantic deﬁnition is not enough: eﬃcient executability is needed. That is, both a formal tool like
an Orc model checker and a semantics-based Orc implementation, such as the one presented in [6], should have acceptable
performance. Since our Orc rewriting logic semantics closely follows Orc’s SOS semantics, the resulting rewrite theory,
though executable and capable even of model checking nontrivial Orc programs, is however ineﬃcient. The main reason is
the chosen SOS format: since in small step SOS each inference rule may have one or more preconditions that are themselves
transitions, the corresponding rewrite rule modeling such an inference rule must be conditional. Execution of conditional
rewrite rules is intrinsically ineﬃcient, both because of the recursive nature of the conditions, which may invoke other rules
and conditions, and because of the non-deterministic nature of the transitions, which requires breadth ﬁrst search to satisfy
conditions.
Fortunately, as explained in [73], rewriting logic semantics can faithfully model many different deﬁnitional styles, so that
a much more eﬃcient semantic deﬁnition may be attained using a different style. This suggests using a reduction semantics
style, where virtually all semantic rules will be unconditional. This is exactly the task undertaken in Section 6, where a
reduction semantics for both Orc’s synchronous SOS semantics and its real-time semantics by adding a single additional
“tick” rule are developed. This of course raises the issue of the equivalence between the original small-step styled deﬁnition
and new reduction semantics. This we prove in Section 6.5, in the form of a strong bisimulation theorem between the two
semantic deﬁnitions. The reduction semantics is indeed much more eﬃcient than the small step style one, as shown by the
performance comparisons when executed in Maude, which are presented in Section 6.6.
As already mentioned, and as substantiated in Section 6.6, one key use of Orc’s reduction style semantics is to obtain
an eﬃcient model checker for Orc. Since Real-Time Maude directly supports execution and model checking of invariants
using the trewrite and search commands, and also LTL model checking, the Real-Time Maude implementation of the
reduction style semantics already provides both an Orc simulator and an Orc model checker for free. However, an Orc user
needs to have some familiarity with the underlying Real-Time Maude system to model check Orc programs. This is because,
at the very least, the state predicates to be used in invariants and in LTL formulas need to be deﬁned. To make the Orc
model checker more easily usable, the MOrc tool described in Section 7 has been developed. MOrc is a web-based tool
that allows the user to enter Orc programs to it, and also to deﬁne both state predicates and LTL formulas in an Orc-based
manner, with no need for any prior knowledge of the underlying Real-Time Maude or its rewriting logic foundations. A user can
then either execute an Orc program in MOrc or request from MOrc to model check any LTL formula or invariant. Internally,
of course, what the MOrc tool does is to translate the Orc program and the given formula into their Real-Time Maude
representation in the reduction style semantics, and then report back to the user the result of an execution or of a model
checking command.
We ﬁnish the paper with a discussion of related work in Section 8, and with some concluding remarks in Section 9.
Compared with our previous work in [3,5], the work presented here provides new results and substantial improvements
and extensions. Speciﬁcally, since the initial versions in [3,5], both the SOS-based and the reduction rewriting semantics of
Orc have been thoroughly reﬁned and extended to achieve a more complete, elegant, and eﬃciently executable speciﬁcation.
In particular, using order-sorted structures for Orc values and order-sorted declarations for Orc expressions and action labels,
and using membership equations enables a simpler and more elegant speciﬁcation of the synchronous semantics of Orc that
can be executed and analyzed more eﬃciently than with just the many-sorted speciﬁcations used before. It also enables a
concise representation of the new otherwise Orc combinator and its semantics. Furthermore, unlike previous versions, which
were restricted to modeling discrete time domains, the semantics is now capable of handling dense time domains, using
ideas from real-time rewrite theories [67] and Real-Time Maude [64], with implementations in both (Core) Maude and
Real-Time Maude. Moreover, the rewriting semantics speciﬁcation we present here incorporates as equational properties
some fundamental algebraic laws about Orc expressions, making the semantics both more abstract and eﬃcient. We also
provide detailed proofs showing that both rewriting semantics speciﬁcations satisfy some desirable executability properties.
As a side-effect to these improvements to the rewriting semantics speciﬁcation, we present a set of SOS rules deﬁning
a self-contained transition relation specifying the synchronous semantics of Orc, in which no external rule application
constraints are necessary, by exploiting the connection between order-sorted theories and context-free grammars. Finally,
we describe a new web-based tool, MOrc, based on the reduction rewriting semantics speciﬁcation of Orc, which enables
expressive formal analysis of Orc programs, while requiring minimal knowledge of the internal Maude representation.
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2. Preliminaries on rewriting logic and Maude
Rewriting logic [52] is a general semantic framework that is well suited for giving formal deﬁnitions of programming
languages and systems, including their concurrent and real-time features (see [56,73,57,67] and references there). The unit
of speciﬁcation in rewriting logic is a rewrite theory, which gives a formal description of a concurrent system including its
static state structure and its dynamic behavior. Assuming that t , u , v and w (and their decorated variants) are terms and s
is a sort, a rewrite theory, in its most general form, is a tuple R = (, E ∪ B , R , φ), consisting of: (i) a theory (, E ∪ B ) in
membership equational logic (MEL) [53], where  is a MEL signature having a set of kinds, a family of sets of operators, and
a kind-indexed family of disjoint sets of sorts, E is a set of  -sentences, which are universally quantiﬁed Horn clauses with
atoms that are either equations (t = t  ) or memberships (t : s), and B is a set of equational axioms, such as commutativity,
and/or associativity and/or identity axioms for some operators in  ; (ii) a set R of universally quantiﬁed labeled conditional
rewrite rules of the form:

(∀ X ) r : t → t  if



u i = u i ∧

i


j

v j : sj ∧



w l → w l

()

l

where r is a label; and (iii) a function φ :  → P (N) that assigns to each operator symbol f in  of arity n > 0 a set of
positive integers φ( f ) ⊆ {1, . . . , n} representing frozen argument positions where rewrites are forbidden.
While the MEL theory (, E ∪ B ) speciﬁes the user-deﬁned syntax and equational axioms, which deﬁne the system states
as elements of the initial algebra associated to (, E ∪ B ), a rule r : t → t  if C in R gives a general pattern for a possible
concurrent transition in its state (modulo the restrictions imposed by φ ), with the intuition that an instance θ(t ) of t (with
θ a substitution) may rewrite to θ(t  ) in the state of the system whenever the condition θ(C ) is satisﬁed. Such rewrites
are deduced according to the inference rules of rewriting logic, which are described in detail in [18]. Using these inference
rules, a rewrite theory R proves a statement of the form (∀ X ) t → t  , meaning that, in R, any instance of the state term
t can reach the corresponding instance of the state term t  in a ﬁnite number of, possibly concurrent, steps. A detailed
discussion of rewriting logic as a uniﬁed model of concurrency and its inference system can be found in [52] (see also the
survey [54]). [18] gives a precise account of the most general form of rewrite theories and their models.
2.1. Real-time rewrite theories
A real-time rewrite theory [67] extends an ordinary rewrite theory with support for modeling real-time behaviors of
systems. In particular, in a real-time rewrite theory Rτ = ( τ , E τ ∪ B τ , R τ , φ): (i) the equational theory ( τ , E τ ∪ B τ )
contains a sort for Time specifying the time domain, which can be either dense or discrete, and declares a system-wide
operator that encapsulates the whole system being modeled into a special sort GlobalSystem for managing time elapse, and
(ii) the set of rewrite rules R τ is the disjoint union of two sets R I and R T , where R I consists of instantaneous rewrite rules
having the form () above and representing instantaneous transitions in the system, and R T consists of tick rewrite rules
modeling system transitions that take a non-zero amount of time to complete. A tick rewrite rule has the following form
τ

r : {t } −→ {t  } if C
where τ is a term of sort Time representing the duration of time required to complete the transition speciﬁed by the rule.
The global operator {_} encapsulates the whole system into the sort GlobalSystem to ensure the correct propagation of the
effects of time elapse to every part of the system. A detailed discussion of real-time rewrite theories and their semantics,
including a detailed explanation of how they can be reduced to ordinary rewrite theories by explicitly introducing a global
clock as part of the global state, can be found in [67,64].
2.2. Maude and Real-Time Maude
Maude [21] is a high-performance implementation of rewriting logic and its underlying MEL sublogic. A basic unit of
speciﬁcation in Maude can be either a functional module, corresponding to a MEL theory E = (, E ∪ B ), or a system module,
deﬁning a rewrite theory R = (, E ∪ B , R , φ). A functional module may contain module inclusion assertions, sort and subsort declarations, operator symbols declarations (optionally with some equational attributes, including equational axioms B
such as associativity, commutativity and/or identity), and conditional equations and membership axioms. Admissible functional modules, which are modules that satisfy some reasonable executability requirements, including ground conﬂuence
and termination (modulo the axioms B) and sort-decreasingness of the equations, can be executed in Maude by equational
simpliﬁcation modulo axioms using the equations E as simpliﬁcation rules from left to right and Maude’s matching algorithms modulo B to simplify a term to its canonical form with a least sort. Equational simpliﬁcation modulo axioms of
an admissible functional module yields an operational semantics, deﬁned by the algebra of canonical forms Can / E , B , for
its corresponding theory that coincides with its mathematical, initial algebra semantics, given by the initial algebra T / E ∪ B
(see Sections 4.6–4.8 in [21] and cited references there). Simpliﬁcation modulo axioms B can be performed by the reduce
command in Maude.
An admissible system module, which may additionally contain possibly conditional rewrite rules, must satisfy the executability requirements for its equational part in addition to the ground coherence of the rules R with respect to the
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E ∈ ExpressionName
Orc program
d ∈ Declaration
f , g ∈ Expression
p ∈ Parameter

::=
::=
::=
|
::=

x ∈ Variable
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w ∈ Value ∪ {stop}

d; f
E ( x)  f
0 | p( p) | E ( p)
f | g | f >x> g
x | w

| g<x< f

| f; g

Fig. 1. Syntax of Orc.

equations in E modulo B, and to admissibility conditions on the rules, which ensure that all variables in the rules can be
instantiated by (incremental) matching. Such admissible modules can be executed in Maude by rewriting with rules (abiding by the restrictions imposed by φ ) and oriented equations modulo the axioms B, which in this case corresponds exactly
to the mathematical semantics of R, which rewrites with R modulo the equational theory E ∪ B (see Section 6.3 in [21]
and [18,80]). Rewriting of system modules can be performed in Maude by means of the rewrite command, which applies a rule-fair strategy to explore a possible behavior of the system, or the search command, which explores the entire
reachable state space of the system, to ﬁnd states instantiating a given pattern and satisfying a given semantic condition,
following a breadth-ﬁrst strategy. Furthermore, Maude provides a linear temporal logic (LTL) model checker for verifying
safety and liveness properties.
While real-time rewrite theories with deterministic tick rules can be speciﬁed in Maude and analyzed using its standard
analysis tools, a more expressive and ﬂexible implementation and analysis of such theories, for both discrete and continuous time domains, is provided by Real-Time Maude (RTM) [66], which is an extension to Maude written using its reﬂective
features. RTM modules provide the data types, operators, and execution strategies that enable the speciﬁcation of timed
modules with built-in or user-deﬁned time domains. Time tick rewrite rules are in general non-deterministic, since the
amount of time τ by which a system may advance its clock may be non-deterministic. Therefore, tick rules are in general not directly executable, and, for this reason, RTM provides a number of time sampling strategies, such as the general
maximal sampling strategy (which advances time until the next instant when some instantaneous rewrite rule becomes
enabled), which can be used to execute timed modules. Furthermore, RTM comes equipped with a range of formal analysis
tools for timed modules, including timed rewriting (the command trewrite), timed and untimed search (tsearch and
utsearch), and time-bounded and time-unbounded LTL model checking (the command mc). A complete description of
RTM and its formal analysis features can be found in [66].
3. The Orc theory
Orc [59,61] is a timed theory for orchestration of services. It provides an expressive and elegant programming model for
describing timed, concurrent computations. A site in Orc represents a service, which may range in complexity from a simple
function to a complex web search engine, depending on the orchestration problem. A site may also represent the interaction
with a human being, most commonly within the context of business work ﬂows [78]. A site, when called, may produce, or
publish, at most one value. A site may not respond to a call, either by design or as a result of a communication problem.
For example, if CNN is a site that returns the news page for a given date d, then the site call CNN (d) might not respond
because of a network failure or it may choose to remain silent because of an invalid input value d. Site calls are strict, i.e.,
they have a call-by-value semantics.
Being a timed theory, different site calls in Orc may occur at different times. A site call may be purposefully delayed
using the internal site Rtimer(t ), which publishes a signal after t time units. Furthermore, responses from calls to external
sites may experience unpredictable delays and communication failures, which could affect whether and when other site
calls are made. Unlike external sites, however, responses from internal sites, such as Rtimer, are assumed to have completely
predictable timed behaviors; for example, Rtimer(t ) will publish a signal in exactly t time units. Orc also assumes a few
more internal sites, which are needed for effective programming in Orc. They are: (1) the if (b) site, which publishes a
signal if b is true and remains silent otherwise, (2) let(x), which publishes a tuple of the list of values in x, or the value of
x itself if |x| = 1, and (3) Clock, which publishes the current time value.
3.1. Syntax of Orc
An Orc expression describes how site calls (and responses) are combined in order to perform a useful computation. Orc
expressions are built up from site calls using four combinators, which were previously shown in [61,41] to be capable of
expressing a wide variety of timed, distributed computations succinctly and elegantly. The abstract syntax of Orc is shown
in Fig. 1. We assume a syntactic category Value that contains not only standard Orc values, such as numeric and boolean
values and the signal value, but also site names as a distinguished sub-category SiteName of values that can be called (i.e.,
SiteName ⊂ Value). We also assume a special site response value stop, which may be used to indicate termination of a site
call without necessarily publishing a standard Orc value.
An Orc program consists of an optional list of declarations, giving names to expressions, followed by an Orc expression
to be executed. An expression can be either: (1) the silent expression (0), which represents a site that never responds;
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(2) a parameter or an expression call having an optional list of actual parameters as arguments; or (3) the composition of
two expressions by one of the following four composition operators:
Symmetric parallel composition, f | g, which models concurrent execution of independent threads of computation. For
example, CNN(d) | BBC (d), where CNN and BBC are sites, calls both sites concurrently and may publish up to two values,
depending on the publication behavior of the individual sites.
Sequential composition, f > x > g, which executes f , and for each value w published by f creates a fresh instance of g,
with x bound to w, and runs that instance in parallel with the current evaluation of f > x > g. For example, if Email(x) is
a site that sends an e-mail message with contents x to a ﬁxed address a, then the expression CNN (d) > x > Email(x) may
cause a news page to be sent to a. If CNN (d) does not publish a value, Email(x) is never invoked. Similarly, the expression
(CNN(d) | BBC (d)) > x > Email(x) may result in sending zero, one, or two messages to a.
Asymmetric parallel composition, f < x < g, which executes f and g concurrently but terminates g once g has published its ﬁrst value, which is then bound to x in f . For instance, the expression Email(x) < x < (CNN(d) | BBC (d)) sends at
most one message, depending on which site publishes a value ﬁrst. If neither site publishes a value, the variable x is not
bound to a concrete value and, therefore, the call to Email is never made.
Otherwise composition, f ; g, which attempts to execute f to completion. If f terminates without ever publishing
a value, g is then executed. Otherwise, if f publishes a value during its execution, g is ignored. For example, suppose CNN publishes a stop value when called with invalid date values. Then, if d is a valid date value, the composition
CNN(d) ; Email(err_msg) never invokes Email and may publish the news page from CNN. Otherwise, if d is invalid, an e-mail
is sent and the value published by Email is the value published by the composition.
A variable x occurs bound in an expression g when g is the right (resp. left) subexpression of a sequential composition
f > x > g (resp. an asymmetric parallel composition g < x < f ). If a variable is not bound in either of the two above ways,
it is said to be free. We use the syntactic sugar f
g (resp. g
f ) for sequential composition (resp. asymmetric parallel
composition) when no value passing from f to g takes place, which corresponds to x not being a free variable in g. To
minimize use of parentheses, we assume the following precedence order (from highest to lowest):
, |,
, ;.
3.2. Small examples
We now list a few example Orc expressions, borrowed from [61]. Many more examples and larger programs can be found
in [61,39,22,42,60]. The Orc expression below speciﬁes a timeout t on the call to a site M:

let(x) < x < M () | Rtimer(t ).
Upon executing the expression, both sites M and Rtimer are called. If M publishes a value w before t time units, then w is
the value published by the expression. But if M publishes w in exactly t time unites, then either w or signal is published.
Otherwise, signal is published.
Another example is the standard programming idiom of the two-branch conditional if b then f else g, which can be
written in Orc as the expression if (b)
f | if (¬b)
g. Given the behavior of the internal site if , only one of the
expressions f and g is executed, depending on the truth value of b.
A third example is the following Orc expression declaration, which deﬁnes an expression that recursively publishes a
signal every t time units, indeﬁnitely.

Metronome(t )  let(signal) | Rtimer(t )

Metronome(t ).

The expression named Metronome can be used to repeatedly initiate an instance of a task every t time units. For example,
the expression Metronome(10)
UpdateLocation() calls on the task of updating the current location of a mobile user every
ten time units.
3.3. Operational semantics of Orc
A structural operational semantics for the instantaneous (untimed) behaviors of Orc was originally given by Misra and
Cook [61]. Fig. 2 lists an updated set of small-step SOS rules, based on the original SOS speciﬁcation, that includes rules for
the semantics of the otherwise combinator and stop site responses. The semantics uses two forms of internal expressions
to represent intermediate transitional steps in the execution of an Orc expression, namely “! v”, which publishes the value
v ∈ Value, and “?h”, with h a handle name, which is used to uniquely identify an unﬁnished site call.
The SOS semantics speciﬁes the possible behaviors of an Orc expression as a labeled transition system with four label
schemes corresponding to four types of actions an Orc expression may take: (1) publishing a value, ! v, (2) calling a site,
M  v , h, with h a fresh handle name uniquely identifying this site call instance, (3) making an unobservable transition, τ ,
which may represent an expression call or a substitution event, and (4) consuming a site response, h?w, with h the handle
for the corresponding site call and w ∈ Value ∪ {stop}. In Fig. 2, n ranges over labels for non-publishing events, namely
labels of types (2)–(4), while l ranges over all labels. In addition to the SOS rules in Fig. 2, the SOS semantics assumes some
structural properties of Orc expressions that will be discussed in Section 3.4.
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f −→ f 

h fresh

(SiteCall)

M  v ,h

M ( v ) −→ ?h
h?v
?h −→ ! v (SiteRetV)
h?stop

?h −→ 0 (SiteRetN)
!v

(Publish)

! v −→ 0
E ( x)  f ∈ D
τ

E ( p ) −→ [ p /x] f
!v

f −→
!v

f

f ; g −→

f

(Def)

(OtherV)

(Sym)

l

f | g −→ f  | g
!v

f −→ f 
τ

f > x > g −→ ( f  > x > g ) | [ v /x] g

(Seq1V)

n

f −→ f 
n

f > x > g −→ f  > x > g

(Seq1N)

!v

f −→ f 
τ

g < x < f −→ [ v /x] g

(Asym1V)

n

f −→ f 
n
g < x < f −→ g < x < f 

(Asym1N)

n

f −→ f 
n

f ; g −→ f  ; g

(OtherN)

l

g −→ g 
l

g < x < f −→ g  < x < f

(Asym2)

Fig. 2. Instantaneous, asynchronous structural operational semantics of Orc.

Two important reﬁnements to the SOS speciﬁcations that are of central relevance to this work were proposed. First, as
discussed by Misra and Cook in [61], the SOS semantics is highly non-deterministic, allowing internal transitions within an
Orc expression (value publishing, site calls, and τ transitions) and the external interaction with sites in the environment
(through site return events) to be interleaved in any order. This high degree of non-determinism may be undesirable.
For example, in the expression let(x) < x < Rtimer(1)
N () | M (), which is supposed to give M priority over N, the
call to M may actually be delayed in this semantics, thus defeating the purpose of prioritizing it over the call to N. In
order to rule out such undesirable behaviors, a synchronous semantics was proposed in [61] by placing further constraints
on the application of SOS semantic rules. The synchronous semantics was arrived at by distinguishing between internal
and external events, and splitting the SOS transition relation → into two sub-relations → R , and → A , and characterizing
set-theoretically, the complementary subsets of expressions (quiescent vs. non-quiescent) to which they are respectively
applied. In previous work [3], we have presented two different approaches, namely, strategy expressions and equational
conditions, in which this splitting into → R and → A can be faithfully captured in a rewriting logic semantics of Orc by
enforcing an execution strategy that gives transitions corresponding to internal actions precedence over the external site
return action. In Section 4.2, we describe a third, typed approach, based on sorts and subsorts, that is both more elegant
and, in practice, more eﬃciently executable than the two previous approaches just mentioned.
A second reﬁnement of the Orc SOS, by Wehrman et al. [82], endowed the original SOS speciﬁcation with timing semantics in a way similar to timed process algebras [12]. This was achieved mainly by reﬁning the SOS transition relation into
a relation on time-shifted Orc expressions and timed labels of the form (l, t ), where t is the amount of time taken by a
(l,t )

transition. In this extended relation, a transition step of the form f −→ f  states that f may take an action l to evolve to
f  in time t, and, if t = 0, no other transition could have taken place during the t time period. To properly reﬂect the effects
of time elapse, parts of the expression f may also have to be time-shifted by t. However, for simplicity of presentation, the
semantics described in [82], abstracted away the non-publishing events as unobservable transitions and considered only the
asynchronous semantics of Orc. Sections 5 and 6 present a rewriting logic approach to capturing timed behaviors of Orc
expressions, which also takes into account the synchronous semantics of Orc as described above.
3.4. Some algebraic properties
Orc was shown to possess several desirable structural properties, either using bisimulations based on the original and
timed SOS semantics [40,81], or, alternatively, using graph isomorphisms in a tree-based denotational semantics [37]. We
focus our attention here on the subset of these algebraic properties shown in Fig. 3. Our choice of this subset is motivated
by the fact that Eqs. (6)–(11) are conﬂuent and terminating modulo the axioms (1)–(5), so that equality under (1)–(11)
becomes decidable by rewriting. Furthermore, since a rewrite theory R = (, E , R ) has both rules R and equations E, so
that states are equivalence classes modulo E, we can obtain a more abstract and more eﬃcient rewriting logic semantics of
Orc by adding Eqs. (1)–(11) to the set E of equations in the rewrite theory R axiomatizing Orc.
Associativity, commutativity and identity axioms for symmetric parallel composition were proved in [40,81,37]. Associativity and right identity axioms of the otherwise combinator can also be proved by strong bisimulation (see [7]), and its left
identity is assumed as a structural equivalence rule that is required to achieve its intended semantics. Proofs of the identities (6) and (9)–(11) are trivial, since both sides of these identities have no behavioral transitions, and are, thus, strongly
bisimilar. The remaining two laws, namely (7) and (8), are also easy to show, and their proofs are given in [7].
Other algebraic properties of Orc expressions, which were shown in [40,81,37], are not suitable for algebraic simpliﬁcation purposes because, when viewed as equations, they either fail to satisfy executability requirements, such as conﬂuence
and/or coherence with the Orc semantic rules, or they do not necessarily compute simpler normal forms. In particular, al-
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( f | g ) | h = f | ( g | h)

(1)

f |g=g| f

(2)

f |0= f

(3)

( f ; g ) ; h = f ; ( g ; h)

0>x> f =0

(6)

f < x < 0 = [stop/x] f

(7)

(4)

f ; 0 = 0; f = f

(5)

!v ; f = !v

(8)

M ( p ) = 0 if stop ∈ p

(9)

w ( p ) = 0 if w ∈
/ SiteName

(10)

! stop = 0

(11)

Fig. 3. Some algebraic properties of Orc expressions.
ParamList
ResValueList

Param

ValueList

ResValue

Var

Value

SpecialValue

SiteName

OrcValue

Fig. 4. Parameter subsort structure.

gebraic laws shown using weak bisimulations that ignore τ transitions, such as the law f > x > let(x) = f [81], may break
coherence of the semantic rules when used as equational properties, since they may cause an Orc expression to miss some
behavioral transitions. Other identities may result in equations that are not conﬂuent, such as the restricted left associativity
law of sequential composition [40,81], where FV (h) computes the set of free variables in h:

f > x > ( g > y > h) = ( f > x > g ) > y > h if x ∈
/ FV (h)
(consider for example the term f 1 > x > ( f 2 > y > ( f 3 > z > f 4 )), with x ∈
/ F V ( f 3 ) ∪ F V ( f 4 ) and y ∈
/ F V ( f 4 )). Finally, some
identities, when used as oriented equations, may compute normal forms that are not necessarily structurally simpler than
the original expressions, such as, for example, the law of distributivity of parallel composition over sequential composition [40,81]: ( f | g ) > x > h = f > x > g | g > x > h. For execution purposes, such equations add extraneous “simpliﬁcation”
steps that may adversely affect execution performance without actually arriving at simpler normal forms.
4. The Orc semantic infrastructure
The different styles of the rewriting logic semantics of Orc share a common infrastructure, which can be speciﬁed as a
red
MEL sub-theory R = ( , E  ∪ B  ) ⊂ Rsos
Orc and R ⊂ ROrc describing the structures for the semantic entities and the
common behaviors that are needed for a complete speciﬁcation of Orc’s semantics. Below, we describe the most important
components of the equational theory R , on which all later developments are based.
4.1. Parameters and substitution
We assume a sort Var for Orc variables. To account for substitution of variables with other parameters, we use the CINNI
calculus of explicit substitution [74]. This is consistent with our choice of a ﬁrst-order representation of Orc in rewriting
logic and does not impair readability, since the CINNI notation is just a slight reﬁnement of the usual textbook notation for
higher-order syntax with explicit names. A more detailed discussion of the Orc instance of CINNI can be found in [7].
In addition, we assume a sort Param for Orc parameters, which, according to Orc’s syntax in Fig. 1, are either variables of
sort Var or site response values (including the special value stop) of the sort ResValue. Furthermore, response values other
than stop are identiﬁed as either standard data types, such as integers and booleans, of sort OrcValue, or as site names of
sort SiteName, which are values representing sites that can also be called. This classiﬁcation of parameters is crucial to the
semantics and is neatly captured by the subsorted structure illustrated in Fig. 4, in which a separate sort SpecialValue is
used to represent stop, and three list super-sorts are declared.
4.2. Orc expressions
The set of Orc expressions that can be constructed from the syntax of Fig. 1, in addition to the internal publishing
and handle expressions of the forms ! w and ?h, is represented by a sort Expr, which is subsorted into the (singleton)
zero expression subsort ZExpr, containing only 0 (which is declared as 0 : → ZExpr), and the subsort of non-zero expressions, NZExpr. This distinction between 0 and other expression will simplify the speciﬁcation and will help achieve a more
eﬃciently executable semantics.
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Expr
NZExpr
AExpr

ZExpr
IExpr

Fig. 5. The subsort structure of Orc expressions.

In the synchronous semantics of Orc, the contrast between internal actions (publishing of values, site calls, and τ transitions) and the external action of a site return induces a corresponding distinction between expressions that can make an
internal transition and others that cannot. To capture the synchronous semantics, we make this distinction explicit in the
type structure by introducing the notions of active (AExpr) and inactive (IExpr) Orc expressions. Intuitively, an expression is
active if it contains as a sub-expression a value publishing, a site call, or an expression call sub-expression that is enabled,
and is inactive otherwise. This notion is made more precise in the following deﬁnition.
Deﬁnition 1 (Active and inactive Orc expressions). The set of active expressions Fa is the smallest set of non-zero expressions
generated by the following rules:
1. M ( v ), E ( p ), and ! v are in Fa .
2. If f ∈ Fa , then f > x > g ∈ Fa and f ; g ∈ Fa .
3. If f ∈ Fa or g ∈ Fa , then f | g ∈ Fa and g < x < f ∈ Fa .
A non-zero expression f is called active if f ∈ Fa ; otherwise, f is inactive.
Note that this notion of active expressions corresponds exactly to that of non-quiescent expressions in [61] (see Section 5.4 there). This notion can be elegantly captured in the type structure of the rewriting semantics by further subsorting
NZExpr into two subsorts: AExpr, for active expressions, and IExpr for inactive expressions. The subsorting structure of Orc
expressions is shown in Fig. 5. Since any non-zero Orc expression must either be active or inactive (and cannot be both), the
subsorts partition the sort NZExpr. This is achieved by a combination of subsort-overloaded function symbol declarations for
Orc’s syntax, along with appropriate equational axioms and frozenness information, and a few simple membership axioms
based on Deﬁnition 1, as we explain below.
Basic Orc expressions. An expression call E ( p ), which is always active, has a corresponding declaration of the form
_(_) : ExprName × ParamList → AExpr, whereas a parameter call expression p ( p ), which has the general declaration _(_) :
Param × ParamList → Expr, is active if and only if p is a site name M ∈ SiteName and p is a list of values v ∈ ValueList, and
hence the subsort-overloaded declaration _(_) : SiteName × ValueList → AExpr. For Inactive calls, which are calls that fail to
satisfy the condition above (and are not semantically equivalent to 0), a third declaration _(_) : Var × ValueList → IExpr and
two membership predicates

M ( p ) : IExpr if p ∈
/ ValueList ∧ stop ∈
/p

/ ValueList ∧ stop ∈
/p
x( p ) : IExpr if p ∈
capture precisely when a parameter call is inactive. Given the parameter subsort structure in Fig. 4, this declaration and the
two membership predicates deﬁne inactive parameter calls as those in which either: (1) the called parameter is a site name
and the list of arguments contains at least one variable and no stop values, or (2) the called parameter is a variable and the
argument list may contain variables or non-stop values. Note that, by identities (9) and (10) in the structural equivalence
properties of Fig. 3, the other cases, in which the called parameter is a value or the argument list contains a stop value, are
all semantically equivalent to 0, and are, therefore, of the sort ZExpr.
The other basic expressions, comprising handle expressions ?h and publishing expressions ! p are similarly speciﬁed.
In particular, handle expressions ?h are always inactive and are simply speciﬁed by the declaration ?_ : Handle → IExpr.
Publishing expressions ! p, which are active when p ∈ Value and inactive when p ∈ Var, are speciﬁed by the following
subsort-overloaded family of declarations:

!_ : Param → Expr

!_ : Value → AExpr

!_ : Var → IExpr

Note that the third case, when p is stop, is equivalent to 0, according to identity (11) in Fig. 3, and, therefore, has sort
ZExpr.
Composed Orc expressions. To complete the speciﬁcation of active and inactive expressions, function symbol declarations for the four Orc combinators are also subsort-overloaded according to Deﬁnition 1. Speciﬁcally, the symmetric parallel
composition combinator has the following subsort-overloaded family of declarations (where the equational axioms of associativity, commutativity, and identity are speciﬁed by the equational attributes assoc, comm, id below, and the ditto keyword
speciﬁes the same equational attributes for other subsort-overloaded typings of the same operator):
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_ | _ : Expr × Expr → Expr
_ | _ : AExpr × Expr → AExpr
_ | _ : IExpr × IExpr → IExpr

[assoc comm id : 0]
[ditto]
[ditto]

which precisely state that a symmetric parallel composition is active if at least one of its subexpressions is active, and is
inactive otherwise. Similarly, the following declarations specify the sequential composition operator:

_ > _ > _ : Expr × Var × Expr → Expr
_ > _ > _ : AExpr × Var × Expr → AExpr
_ > _ > _ : IExpr × Var × Expr → IExpr

[frozen(3)]
[ditto]
[ditto]

Since the right subexpression of a sequential composition has no behavioral transitions, the sequential combinator symbol
is declared frozen on its third argument (using the frozen attribute); i.e., we deﬁne φ(_ > _ > _) = {3}, so that no rewriting
is allowed on the third argument. The declarations state that a sequential composition is active (resp. inactive) if and only
if its left subexpression is active (resp. inactive). The operator declarations for the asymmetric parallel combinator _ < _ < _
are similar to those of symmetric composition, while the declarations for the otherwise combinator _ ; _ are similar to
those of sequential composition, except that the symbol is declared frozen on its second argument, and with identity 0.
Algebraic properties. To fully account for the algebraic properties of Orc expressions, the semantic infrastructure includes
equations that correspond to the algebraic identities (6)–(11) in Fig. 3. As mentioned above, identities (1)–(5) are speciﬁed
as equational axioms of the respective Orc combinators, declared by the assoc, comm and id attributes in their operators’
declarations.
4.3. Orc conﬁgurations
A state in the execution of an Orc program is deﬁned by an Orc conﬁguration, which (as in [62]) is a pair  f , r , where
f is the Orc expression to be executed and r is a record structure consisting of ﬁve semantic ﬁelds: (1) a label ﬁeld lbl : l,
(2) an environment for expression names env : σ , (3) a pool of pending messages msg : ρ , (4) a set of currently used handle
names hdl : η , and (5) a clock clk : t. A more detailed description of these ﬁelds follows.
Clock. Time is abstracted by the sort Time, which is speciﬁed as a totally ordered set with a least element zero. A supersort TimeInf of Time also includes ∞ as a top element, which is useful for specifying the proper timed semantics of Orc.
An instantiation of the sort TimeInf can, therefore, be either discrete or dense. In our speciﬁcations we assume a dense time
domain implemented by the non-negative rationals and maintained by the clock ﬁeld in a conﬁguration.
Environment. An environment, which is maintained to resolve references to expression names, is a term of sort Env,
which is deﬁned as a set of declarations (terms of sort Decl, with Decl < Env), formed with an associative and commutative
set union operator _, _ with the empty set as its identity element. Initially, an environment is created out of the declaration
list d of an Orc program d ; f so that the following conditions hold: (1) a later declaration in the list d hides all previous
declarations with the same expression name; and (2) all declarations in the resulting environment are visible to each other.
This implies that an expression name has a unique deﬁning declaration in an environment, and that (mutual) recursion is
directly available.
Handles. A handle is a name of sort Handle that uniquely identiﬁes a pending site call, which is a call awaiting a response
from the environment. Since, by the SiteCall SOS rule of Fig. 2, fresh handle names need to be generated, a conﬁguration
maintains in its handles ﬁeld a set η of currently used handles against which new names may be created. Sets of handles,
of sort HandleSet, are constructed by an associative, commutative comma-denoted union operator, with the empty set of
handles as its identity element.
Messages. We maintain a message pool (MsgPool) as a multiset of messages, constructed by the empty juxtaposition
operator with the empty set as the identity element. A message, which is a term of the sort Msg, is either a site call
message of the form [ M , v , h], representing the parameters of the call along with a handle name identifying the site call,
or a simulated site response of the form [ w , h], with w the site response corresponding to the call identiﬁed by h, that
is waiting in the message pool to be consumed by the Orc expression. Although the environment in the SOS semantics
of Orc is treated as a “black box” with unpredictable responses from remote sites, simulation of environment responses is
needed to arrive at an executable speciﬁcation. Simulation of responses is achieved by automatically converting a site call
message [ M , v , h] into a potential response message [app( M , v , γ ), h], where app is a partial function that can simulate a
response based on the intended semantics of M. It may also associate a delay γ to site responses. Such a potential response
message cannot be processed until the delay is zero, at which point the message is replaced by a proper response message
[ w , h], with w the site response evaluated by the function app. For instance, a site call message [CNN , 1, h] is immediately
converted into the potential response message [app(CNN, 1, 5), h], with 5 a message delay. Then, after ﬁve time units have
passed, the message becomes [app(CNN, 1, 0), h], which, according to the semantics of site calls to CNN speciﬁed by the
function app, is equivalent to the response message [signal, h]. The partial function app provides a ﬂexible and modular
mechanism for specifying delays and site call semantics [7].
Labels. The label ﬁeld keeps track of the last event generated as a result of a conﬁguration evolving into another, which
is needed in the SOS semantics for inferring one-step transitions. To represent the four labels in the SOS rules in Fig. 2, we
deﬁne a sort Label, and declare four operators of this sort:
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__, _ : SiteName × ValueList × Handle → Label
_?_ : Handle × Value → Label
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τ :→ Label

!_ : Value → Label.

We also use a special constant :→ Label to represent absence of a label.
Therefore, the general form of an Orc conﬁguration is:  f , lbl : l | env : σ | msg : ρ | hdl : η | clk : t . Given an Orc program
d ; f , its initial conﬁguration, which can be constructed by an operator [_] : Program → Config, is of the form:

 f , lbl : | env : init(d) | msg : ∅ | hdl : ∅ | clk : 0
where init is a function that initializes an environment structure from a list of declarations d according to the description
given above.
Additionally, as part of the semantic infrastructure, we deﬁne two notions about Orc conﬁgurations (borrowed from
Real-Time Maude [64]) that will be useful for deﬁning the timed behaviors of Orc for both the SOS-based and the reduction
rewriting semantics. The ﬁrst is the notion of eager conﬁgurations, which are conﬁgurations that can make an instantaneous
(internal or external) transition, i.e., conﬁgurations of the form  f , r  where either f is active or r has a pending site
response that can be consumed. This notion is made more precise in the following deﬁnition, where f̂ ranges over active
Orc expressions and f̄ over inactive expressions.
Deﬁnition 2 (Eager Orc conﬁguration). An Orc conﬁguration C is eager if C is of one of the following forms: (i)  f̂ , r ; or (ii)
 f̄ , msg : ρ [ w , h] | r  with h a handle in f̄ .
This notion is easily captured by a (partial) predicate eager : Config → [Bool] that evaluates to true if and only if the given
conﬁguration is eager using two equations corresponding to cases (i) and (ii) in Deﬁnition 2 above. The second notion is
that of the maximal time elapse (or mte) of an Orc conﬁguration, which speciﬁes the maximum time shift until the next point
in time when an instantaneous event (corresponding to the evaluation of an Orc expression as opposed to just advancing
time on the conﬁguration) may be enabled.
Deﬁnition 3 (mte of an Orc conﬁguration). The maximum time elapse (mte) of an Orc conﬁguration  f , msg : ρ | r  is the
minimum time delay across all messages in ρ if ρ is non-empty, and is ∞ otherwise.
The time shift needed to advance the clock of an Orc conﬁguration to the next point in time when an instantaneous
action becomes enabled is determined by a function mte : Config → TimeInf, which is deﬁned equationally according to the
deﬁnition above.
5. The SOS-based rewriting semantics Rsos
Orc
We now present an executable rewriting logic semantics of Orc that is based directly on the SOS semantics of Orc of
Section 3.3. This semantics is obtained by mapping the SOS rules in Fig. 2 into a corresponding rewrite theory Rsos
Orc =
( s , E s ∪ B s , R s , φ s ) according to Meseguer and Braga’s semantics-preserving transformation from Modular SOS [62] to
rewriting logic. An initial version of the SOS-based rewriting semantics of Orc appeared in [3], where we described two
different ways of capturing Orc’s synchronous semantics: (1) strategy expressions, and (2) additional equational conditions.
The semantics in [3] also captured timed behaviors in Orc, although timing, as speciﬁed there, was limited to discrete time
domains, such as the natural numbers.
Since the initial version in [3], the rewriting semantics of Orc given by Rsos
Orc has been thoroughly reﬁned and extended to
achieve a more complete, elegant, and eﬃciently executable speciﬁcation. First, using order-sorted structures for Orc values,
a concise representation of the new otherwise combinator and its semantics has been achieved. Moreover, order-sorted declarations for Orc expressions and action labels, and membership equations enable a simpler and more elegant speciﬁcation
of instantaneous actions that can be executed and analyzed more eﬃciently than with just the many-sorted speciﬁcations
used before. Furthermore, the semantics is now capable of handling dense time domains, using ideas from real-time rewrite
theories [67] and Real-Time Maude [64], with implementations in both (Core) Maude and Real-Time Maude.
As discussed in Section 4, the rewrite theory Rsos
Orc extends the semantic infrastructure equational theory R  , which
captures the algebraic properties of Orc listed in Fig. 3 as equational axioms in B s and equations in E s . Below, we describe
how Rsos
Orc captures the timed, synchronous semantics of Orc expressions, and discuss some of its important properties.
5.1. Instantaneous rewriting semantics rules
Since, by rewriting logic’s transitivity inference rule, a rewrite computation t → t  may involve a sequence of one-step
rewrites t → t 1 → t 2 → · · · → tn → t  , we need to restrict rewrites of Orc conﬁgurations to be exactly one-step rewrites,
corresponding to the single-step SOS behavior, as explained in [55]. For this purpose, we employ the SOS one-step modiﬁer technique of [62,73], in which two operators are declared: (1) a (frozen) preﬁx dot operator ·_ : Config → Config, and
(2) a non-frozen operator smallstep : Config → Config. By deﬁning the rewrite rules that correspond to the SOS rules in Fig. 2
in the following format
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SiteCall : · M ( v ), lbl : l | msg : ρ | hdl : η | r 

→ ?h, lbl : M  v , h | msg : ρ [ M , v , h] | hdl : η, h | r  if h := fresh(η)
SiteRetV : ·?h, lbl : l | msg : ρ [ v , h] | hdl : η, h | r 

→ ! v , lbl : h?v | msg : ρ | hdl : η | r 
SiteRetN : ·?h, lbl : l | msg : ρ [stop, h] | hdl : η, h | r 

→ 0, lbl : h?stop | msg : ρ | hdl : η | r 
Publish : ·! v , lbl : l | r  → 0, lbl : ! v | r 
Def : · E ( p ), lbl : l | env : σ , E (x)  f | r  → [ p /x] f , lbl : τ | env : σ , E (x)  f | r 
Fig. 6. Rewrite rules in Rsos
Orc for basic expressions.

· f , r  →  f  , r   if

n


· f i , ri  →  f i , ri  ∧ C

i =1

with C an equational condition, we effectively restrict rewriting to single steps using the equation:

smallstep( f , lbl : l | r ) = smallstep(· f , lbl :

| r )

where the label ﬁeld is reset in preparation for the next transition step, which is enabled by the newly introduced preﬁx
dot.
The rewrite rules in Rsos
Orc that specify the semantics of the basic Orc expressions are shown in Fig. 6. The rules precisely
match the correspondingly labeled SOS rules in Fig. 2.
When executing a site call, according to the site call rewrite rule, the call expression is replaced by the handle expression
(?h), where h is a fresh handle name generated by a function fresh with respect to the currently used set of handle names
η, using a matching equation3 in the condition. Furthermore, the rule emits a message targeted to M into the message pool,
adds a site call event label, and updates the handles set. When a site response that corresponds to the call with handle h
appears in the message pool, one of the site return rules applies, depending on whether the response is the stop value or
not. In both cases, the site return rules replace the handle expression with the appropriate Orc expression, add a site return
event label, remove the message from the pool, and update the set of handles. The rules for publishing expressions and
expression calls are very similar to their counterparts in the SOS speciﬁcation.
Fig. 7 lists the rewrite rules in Rsos
Orc that specify the synchronous, instantaneous semantics of the Orc combinators. In

the ﬁgure, we let f̂ , ĝ range over active expressions (of the sort AExpr), f̄ , ḡ over inactive expressions (IExpr), and 
f ,
g
over non-zero expressions (NZExpr). We also let i denote an internal action label (i.e., a non-site-return label), and n a
non-publishing internal action label (i.e., a site call or a τ label). An important distinction between the rewrite rules in
Rsos
Orc and the SOS rules in Section 3.3, is that the former capture the synchronous semantics of Orc expressions whereas
the rules in Section 3.3 describe the unrestricted asynchronous semantics. This explains the larger number of rules in Fig. 7
compared to those in Fig. 2. Indeed, for each rule in the SOS rules for Orc’s combinators in Fig. 2, there are one or more
rewrite rules in Rsos
Orc that correspond to it. For example, the SOS rule Sym for symmetric parallel composition has two
corresponding rewrite rules in Rsos
Orc , one capturing internal actions for active expressions (SymI), while the other deals with
inactive expressions consuming site returns (SymE). Since the symmetric combinator is commutative with identity 0, the
two rewrite rules fully specify the synchronous semantics of parallel composition. Similar observations also apply to the
remaining rewrite rules in Fig. 7.
5.2. Orc’s synchronous SOS revisited
As described in Section 4.2 and summarized in Fig. 5 above, the distinction between active (non-quiescent) and inactive (quiescent) Orc expressions, which proved useful in obtaining a simple an elegant speciﬁcation of the instantaneous
rewriting semantics of Orc, was captured by deﬁning an order-sorted signature for Orc expressions and values. Since an
order-sorted signature  with “mix-ﬁx” syntax can be viewed as a context-free grammar G in which the non-terminals of
G are the sorts of  , and the production rules of G are the mix-ﬁx operator declarations and the subsort declarations in  ,
we may use the synchronous rewriting logic semantics described in Section 5.1 to give a corresponding synchronous SOS
of Orc speciﬁed by SOS rules that deﬁne a single, self-contained transition relation, in which no rule application constraints
or further characterizations of transitions are necessary. This connection between order-sorted theories and context-free
grammars is exploited by ﬁrst reﬁning the abstract syntax of Orc given in Fig. 1 to include new syntactic categories NZExpr,

3
A matching equation (see [21, Section 4.3]) of the form u := v is an ordinary equation u = v, where u is a constructor pattern with extra variables, say
x1 , · · · , xn , and v is a term. Operationally, it is evaluated by matching the canonical form of the substitution instance of v by the equations in the theory
modulo the axioms B against the pattern u. In this way, the extra variables become instantiated by matching.
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SymI : · f̂ | 
g , lbl : l | r  →  f  | 
g , lbl : i | r   if ·  f̂ , lbl :
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| r  →  f  , lbl : i | r  



| r  →  f  , lbl : h?w | r  

SymE : · f̄ | ḡ , lbl : l | r  →  f | ḡ , lbl : h?w | r  if ·  f̄ , lbl :


Seq1V : · f̂ > x > g , lbl : l | r  → ( f > x > g ) | [ v /x] g , lbl : τ | r  

| r  →  f  , lbl : ! v | r  

if ·  f̂ , lbl :




Seq1NI : · f̂ > x > g , lbl : l | r  →  f > x > g , lbl : n | r 
if ·  f̂ , lbl :

| r  →  f  , lbl : n | r  

Seq1NE : · f̄ > x > g , lbl : l | r  →  f  > x > g , lbl : h?w | r  

| r  →  f  , lbl : h?w | r  

if ·  f̄ , lbl :


Asym1V : · g < x < f̂ , lbl : l | r  → [ v /x] g , lbl : τ | r 

| r  →  f  , lbl : ! v | r  

if ·  f̂ , lbl :




Asym1NI : · g < x < f̂ , lbl : l | r  →  g < x < f , lbl : n | r 
if ·  f̂ , lbl :


| r  →  f  , lbl : n | r  



Asym1NEa : · ḡ < x < f̄ , lbl : l | r  →  ḡ < x < f , lbl : h?w | r 
if ·  f̄ , lbl :


| r  →  f  , lbl : h?w | r  



Asym1NEb : ·0 < x < f̄ , lbl : l | r  → 0 < x < f , lbl : h?w | r 
if ·  f̄ , lbl :

| r  →  f  , lbl : h?w | r  

Asym2I : · ĝ < x < 
f , lbl : l | r  →  g  < x < 
f , lbl : i | r  
if ·  ĝ , lbl :


| r  →  g  , lbl : i | r  



Asym2E : · ḡ < x < f̄ , lbl : l | r  →  g < x < f̄ , lbl : h?w | r 
if ·  ḡ , lbl :




OtherV : · f̂ ; 
g , lbl : l | r  →  f , lbl : ! v | r  if ·  f̂ , lbl :


| r  →  g  , lbl : h?w | r  

| r  →  f  , lbl : ! v | r  



OtherNI : · f̂ ; 
g , lbl : l | r  →  f ; 
g , lbl : n | r  if ·  f̂ , lbl :

| r  →  f  , lbl : n | r  

OtherNE : · f̄ ; 
g , lbl : l | r  →  f  ; 
g , lbl : h?w | r  
if ·  f̄ , lbl :
Fig. 7. Rewrite rules in

Rsos
Orc

| r  →  f  , lbl : h?w | r  

for the combinators.

AExpr and IExpr for the sorts NZExpr, AExpr, IExpr, and reﬁned production rules corresponding to the Orc expression subsort
structure (shown in Fig. 5) and the Orc expression operator declarations described in Section 4.2. In particular, in the reﬁned
syntax, an Orc expression is either 0 or a non-zero expression 
f , which can be either an active expression f̂ , or an inactive
expression f̄ . The syntactic categories AExpr and IExpr capture, respectively, the sets of active and inactive expressions, as
speciﬁed by Deﬁnition 1.
Based on this reﬁned syntax, the SOS rules deﬁning the synchronous SOS of Orc are shown in Fig. 8. We note that
these rules deﬁne a self-contained transition relation specifying the synchronous semantics of Orc, in which no external
rule application constraints are necessary. This is in contrast to the approach of [61], in which the transition relation was
split into two sub-relations: one for internal transitions on non-quiescent expressions, and another for external transitions
on quiescent expressions. We also note that the SOS rules correspond, one-to-one, to the rewriting logic semantics rules of
the theory Rsos
Orc given in Figs. 6 and 7.
5.3. The tick rule
Following the standard approach for specifying time in rewriting semantic deﬁnitions of real-time systems [67] – using
either ordinary or real-time rewrite theories, the theory Rsos
Orc includes a time tick rewrite rule to capture the timed semantics of Orc, in addition to the instantaneous rewrite rules in Fig. 6 and Fig. 7. The tick rule in Rsos
Orc is a one-step rule deﬁned
as follows (with t  of the sort Time):

Tick : · f , clk : t | r  →  f  , clk : t + t  | δ(r , t  )
if eager( f , clk : t | r ) = true ∧ t  := mte(r ) ∧ t  =
 0.
Note that the variable t  only appears in the righthand side. The value of t  is determined, by the matching equation
t  := mte(r ) in the condition, to be the maximum time elapse, which is computed as the minimum message delay across all
messages in the message pool of the conﬁguration (see Deﬁnition 3). The function δ propagates the effect of a clock tick
t  down the record structure of a conﬁguration (somewhat similar to time-shifting in [82]). It essentially updates delays of
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!v

f̂ −→ f 

h fresh

(SiteCall)

M  v ,h

M ( v ) −→ ?h

τ

f̂ > x > g −→ ( f  > x > g ) | [ v /x] g
n

h?v

(SiteRetV)

h?stop

(SiteRetN)

?h −→ ! v

f̂ −→ f 
f̂ > x > g −→ f  > x > g
r

f̄ −→ f 

!v

(Publish)

! v −→ 0
E ( x)  f ∈ D

(Def)

τ

E ( p ) −→ [ p /x] f
f̂ −→ f 

!v

f̂ −→ f 

n

f̂ −→ f 

n

f̂ ; 
g −→ f  ; 
g

(OtherNI)

r

f̄ −→ f 
r

ḡ < x < f̄ −→ ḡ < x < f 

r

f̄ −→ f 
f̄ ; 
g −→ f  ; 
g

(OtherNE)

r

0 < x < f̄ −→ 0 < x < f 

f̂ | 
g −→

(SymI)

|
g

r

f̄ | ḡ −→

f

| ḡ

(Asym1NEb)

i

ĝ −→ g 
i

ĝ < x < 
f −→ g  < x < 
f

r

f̄ −→ f 

(Asym1NEa)

r

f̄ −→ f 

i

f̂ −→ f 
f

(Asym1NI)

n

g < x < f̂ −→ g < x < f 

n

f̂ −→ f 

(Asym1V)

τ

(OtherV)

!v

f̂ ; 
g −→ f 

(Seq1NE)

r

f̄ > x > g −→ f  > x > g

g < x < f̂ −→ [ v /x] g

!v

r

(Seq1NI)

n

?h −→ 0

l

(Seq1V)

(SymE)

(Asym2I)

r

ḡ −→ g 
r

ḡ < x < f̄ −→ g  < x < f̄

(Asym2E)

Fig. 8. Synchronous (instantaneous) structural operational semantics of Orc.

messages in the message pool, which makes response messages from site calls become eventually available. For example,
suppose that the current conﬁguration C is of the form

·h1 | h2 , clk : 0 | msg : [app( M , v 1 , 3), h1 ][app( N , v 2 , 5), h2 ] | r 
Then, the maximum time elapse of C is 3, and the clock can be advanced by at most t  = 3 time units (as otherwise the
opportunity of consuming the site return for the call to M would be missed). When the Tick rule is applied, the clock
advances to 3, and the function δ updates the delays on all messages in the message pool, arriving at the conﬁguration

·h1 | h2 , clk : 3 | msg : [app( M , v 1 , 0), h1 ][app( N , v 1 , 2), h2 ] | r 
in which the site return message for M can be processed (as per the deﬁnition of app on M) and consumed (using the
SiteRetV rule).
Ticking the clock, and updating the record structure accordingly, are not enough for the proper timed semantics of Orc,
because if not appropriately controlled, new undesirable behaviors may be introduced, such as advancing time indeﬁnitely
or beyond a point when an instantaneous action was enabled (and, in effect, missing that action). This is avoided by deﬁning
a maximal, time-synchronous execution semantics, in which an Orc conﬁguration with no enabled instantaneous actions is
allowed to advance its clock all the way up to the next point in time when an instantaneous action will be enabled.4 This
restriction is formally speciﬁed by making the tick rule conditional on: (1) the conﬁguration not being eager, i.e., being
incapable of making an instantaneous transition as deﬁned by the eager predicate, and (2) the time shift t  being equal to
the maximal time elapse of the conﬁguration, as deﬁned by the mte function, which must be non-zero (see Section 4.3 for
deﬁnitions of eagerness and maximal time elapse of conﬁgurations). These conditions ensure that time is advanced as much
as possible in every application of the tick rule, but only enough so as to be able to capture all events of interest.
5.4. Correctness of Rsos
Orc
The original SOS transition relation → proposed in [61] (a variant of which was shown in Fig. 2) and it’s reﬁnement,
also in [61], into two sub-relations → R and → A for quiescent and non-quiescent Orc expressions, respectively, deﬁned
the synchronous semantics of the instantaneous actions in Orc. Although a non-trivial timed extension of the original SOS
speciﬁcation was later proposed in [82], the extension did not consider the synchronous semantics, and abstracted nonpublishing actions as unobservable actions for simplicity of presentation. We, therefore, show correctness of the rewriting

4
For the analysis to be mechanizable, we also assume Orc programs with “non-Zeno” behaviors [68], such that only a ﬁnite number of instantaneous
transitions are possible within any ﬁnite period of time. In particular, we exclude Orc programs that are not “instantaneously terminating” that may exhibit
an inﬁnite sequence of instantaneous transitions in zero time, which in effect can prevent time from ever advancing.
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semantics given by Rsos
Orc with respect to the SOS semantics in [61] by comparing the transition systems deﬁned by the
sos
reﬁned SOS relation → R ∪ → A and the instantaneous part of the rewrite theory Rsos
Orc , namely, the theory ROrc without
the Tick rule.
First, a simple lemma relating the notions of non-quiescent expressions in [61] and active expressions as deﬁned in
Section 4.2.
Lemma 1. f is non-quiescent (resp. quiescent) iff f is active (resp. inactive).
Proof. Straightforward by structural induction on f .

2

1 
We denote by Rsos
Orc  t → I t a single rewrite step obtained by an application of an instantaneous (non-tick) rewrite rule,
i.e., a rule I ∈ Rsos
−
{
Tick
}
.
Correctness
of Rsos
Orc
Orc is expressed by the following theorem.


Theorem 1 (Correctness of Rsos
Orc ). For any two Orc expressions f and f , and for X ∈ { A , R },
1


f → X f  ⇐⇒ Rsos
Orc  smallstep(· f , lbl : l | r ) → I smallstep( f , lbl : l X | r )

with l A an internal action label and l R a site return action label.
Proof. The proof follows trivially by construction of Rsos
Orc , based on the correctness of the MSOS-to-rewriting logic transformation methodology, given by the strong bisimulation theorem (Theorem 1) in [55], and from Lemma 1. 2
5.5. Executability properties of Rsos
Orc
s
s
s
s
s
The speciﬁcation of the theory Rsos
Orc = ( , E ∪ B , R , φ ) is not only correct with respect to Orc’s synchronous semantics
but also satisﬁes some desirable admissibility and executability properties that make it computable and amenable to sound
and complete formal analysis and veriﬁcation. In particular, the signature  s is A s -preregular [21] and the equations E s and
the rules R s are deterministic. Furthermore, the equations E s are operationally terminating, conﬂuent, and sort-decreasing
modulo the axioms B s , and the rules R s are coherent with E s . As a result, the speciﬁcation Rsos
Orc , through its implementation
in Maude as the system module named SOS-ORC, can be both executed and formally analyzed. We refer the reader to the
extended version of this paper [7] for a detailed proof of the following theorem.
sos
Theorem 2 (Executability of R̂sos
Orc ). The speciﬁcation given by R̂Orc satisﬁes the executability requirements of generalized rewrite
theories.

6. The reduction rewriting semantics Rred
Orc
Although the rewriting speciﬁcation Rsos
Orc is readily understandable and its correctness with respect to the SOS semantics in [61] is straightforward, its execution, in practice, is quite expensive and ineﬃcient. This is partly because Rsos
Orc makes
extensive use of conditional rewrite rules (corresponding to the rules in the SOS speciﬁcations) which are particularly expensive to execute as compared to unconditional rules. Moreover, most of these rewrite rules, besides being conditional,
have rewrites (as opposed to equations) in their conditions, which is typical of the SOS speciﬁcation style. Rewrite conditions, as opposed to equational conditions, can be particularly expensive to ﬁnd a proof for or to disprove as they are
non-deterministic in nature, and require breadth-ﬁrst search. In addition, the relatively large number of such rules in the
speciﬁcation can potentially cause nested (recursive) rewrite checks when checking a rule’s conditions, which adversely
affect performance of execution and analysis.
This section introduces a speciﬁcation for a rewrite theory Rred
Orc that is not directly based on the SOS speciﬁcations but is
instead more akin to a reduction semantics. It utilizes the inherently distributed semantics of rewriting logic, and uses both
equations, for modeling deterministic computation steps, and rewrite rules, for modeling the non-deterministic transitions.
This is achieved primarily by localizing the rewrite rules as much as possible, and specifying equationally any required
propagation of information between the subexpression to be rewritten (the redex) and the enclosing Orc conﬁguration (the
context). In effect, this approach minimizes the number of rewrite rules needed and reduces their complexity, resulting in
a semantic speciﬁcation that can be executed and analyzed much more eﬃciently. Furthermore, the semantics deﬁned by
sos
Rred
Orc is equivalent to ROrc , in the sense that, given any Orc program P , the state transition systems of the semantics of
red
red
5
P given by Rsos
Orc and ROrc are strongly bisimilar, assuming that program conﬁgurations are closed. This implies that ROrc
captures precisely the intended semantics of Orc while providing an eﬃcient means for execution and formal analysis of
Orc programs.

5

Roughly speaking, a conﬁguration  f , r  is closed if every expression name referenced in f has a declaration in r (see Section 6.5).
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The speciﬁcation of the reduction rewriting semantics builds on the semantic infrastructure given by R introduced in
red
Section 4, with the main difference that, unlike for Rsos
Orc , action labels are not essential to ROrc , since label information

sos
is implicitly managed by auxiliary operators in Rred
Orc . However, to maintain equivalence with ROrc , the label ﬁeld lbl : l is
maintained in Orc conﬁgurations as before. Furthermore, the one-step modiﬁer strategy used in the SOS-based semantics to
implement one-step rewrites is no longer needed.

6.1. The internal actions
Transition steps that correspond to internal actions of Orc expressions are speciﬁed using the IAction rewrite rule (with
act↑ an auxiliary function symbol, which will be described shortly):

IAction :  f̂ , r  → act↑ ( f  , i ), r  if f̂ → act↑ ( f  , i ).
The rule simply states that an (eager) conﬁguration with an active expression may make an internal transition if the expression is able to make that transition. Note that this rule is global at the conﬁguration level, which is required to maintain
equivalence with the original interleaving semantics of Orc, and is also essential for executability of the speciﬁcation. An
active expression may make an internal transition according to one of the following rules:

SiteCall : M ( v ) → act↑ (tmp, siteCall( M , v ))
ExprCall : E ( p ) → act↑ (tmp, exprCall( E , p ))
Publish : ! v → act↑ (0, publish( v )).
Therefore, an active, basic sub-expression may rewrite to a frozen, auxiliary operator symbol act↑ : Expr × InternalEvent →
[Expr], whose purpose is to propagate the action up the expression tree all the way to the top so that: (i) its effects are
reﬂected in the conﬁguration (e.g. emitting a site call message into the conﬁguration), and (ii) any necessary information
in the conﬁguration can be propagated back to the sub-expression (e.g. getting globally fresh handle names for site calls).
This process of propagating information back and forth between redexes and contexts is speciﬁed equationally by induction
on the structure of Orc expressions. In particular, for site and expression calls, act↑ replaces the call with a temporary
placeholder expression tmp and propagates the action up to the conﬁguration according to the following equations (where
c stands for a site call event siteCall( M , v ), or an expression call event exprCall( E , p )):

act↑ ( f , c ) | 
g = act↑ ( f | 
g , c)
act↑ ( f , c ) > x > g = act↑ ( f > x > g , c )
↑
act ( f , c ) < x < 
g = act ( f < x < 
g , c)
act↑ ( f , c ) ; 
g = act↑ ( f ; 
g , c ).
↑
↑
g < x < act ( f , c ) = act ( g < x < f , c )
↑

Once the call reaches the root of the expression, the effect of the call is reﬂected in the containing conﬁguration, using one
of the following equations, depending on the call type:

act↑ ( f , siteCall( M , v )), lbl : l | msg : ρ | hdl : η | r 
= act↓ ( f , ?h), lbl : | msg : ρ [ M , v , h] | hdl : η, h | r  if h := fresh(η)
act↑ ( f , exprCall( E , p )), lbl : l | env : σ , E (x)  g | r 
= act↓ ( f , [ p /x] g ), lbl : | env : σ , E (x)  g | r 
which capture precisely the semantics of site and expression calls, respectively. The speciﬁcations of the effects of site calls
and expression calls on the record structure of a conﬁguration are identical to those in the SiteCall and Def rules of the
SOS-based semantics of Rsos
Orc , except that the label ﬁeld is reset to . Note that since both the handle h in a site call and
the instantiated body g of the expression deﬁnition in an expression call need to propagate back to the subterm where
the call was made (which was temporarily substituted by the expression tmp), act↑ does not rewrite immediately to f , but
rather to another (frozen) operator, act↓ : Expr × Expr → Expr, that traverses down the expression tree until it reaches the
appropriate subterm, using the following equations:

act↓ (
f |
f  , g ) = act↓ (
f , g ) | act↓ (
f , g)
act↓ (
f;
f  , g ) = act↓ (
f , g) ; 
f

↓ 

↓

act ( f > x > f , g ) = act ( f , g ) > x > f
act (b, g ) = b
act↓ ( f < x < 
f  , g ) = act↓ ( f , g ) < x < act↓ (
f , g)
act↓ (tmp, g ) = g ,
↓

where b is a basic Orc expression, and g is either a handle expression (for a site call), or the body expression of a declaration
(for an expression call).
The action of publishing a value is deﬁned slightly differently, although the overall operational behavior is similar. This
is primarily because published values may be bound in an expression by sequential or asymmetric parallel compositions. In
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Fig. 9. Schematic diagrams of the equational propagation of information in an expression tree.

particular, if the published value v is not bound in the expression, the value is propagated all the way to the top, using the
following equations:

act↑ ( f , publish( v )) | 
g = act↑ ( f | 
g , publish( v ))
act↑ ( f , publish( v )) < x < 
g = act↑ ( f < x < 
g , publish( v ))
act↑ ( f , publish( v )) ; 
g = act↑ ( f , publish( v )).
In this case, the published value reaches the top of the expression in the enclosing conﬁguration: act↑ ( f , publish( v )), lbl :
l | r  =  f , lbl : | r . Otherwise, if the value published is bound by a sequential composition or an asymmetric parallel
composition, then one of the following equations applies:

act↑ ( f , publish( v )) > x > g = act↑ ( f > x > g | [ v /x] g , publishτ )

g < x < act↑ ( f , publish( v )) = act↑ ([ v /x] g , publishτ ).
These equations reﬂect the semantics speciﬁed by the SOS rules Seq1V and Asym1V of Fig. 2 (and the corresponding rewrite
τ
rules in Rsos
Orc ). They also change the value publishing event to a τ publishing event publish , which ultimately causes the
↑
τ
label ﬁeld of the conﬁguration to reset (the equations for terms of the form act ( f , publish ) are similar). Notice that in both
cases, when a publishing (or a τ ) event reaches the conﬁguration, no further information needs to be communicated back
down the expression, unlike the cases of site and expression calls. Fig. 9 gives a schematic representation of the mechanics
of the internal actions. The ﬁgure shows that the structures of a site call and an expression call are similar, although the
information propagated in both directions (and the side effects on the enclosing conﬁgurations) are different.6
6.2. The site return action
The external action of a site return is modeled by the following rewrite rule:

SiteReturn :  f̄ , lbl : l | msg : ρ [ w , h] | hdl : η, h | r 

→ sret( f̄ , w , h), lbl : | msg : ρ | hdl : η | r  if h ∈ handles( f̄ ),
which corresponds to the SiteRetV and SiteRetStop rules in the SOS rules and the SOS-based rewrite rules of Rsos
Orc . Note
that application of the site return rule above is subjected to the condition that the handle name of the message to be
consumed is referenced in f̄ . This is to avoid useless transitions that could take place when a thread, having an unﬁnished
site call, is pruned using asymmetric parallel composition, and thus, maintains a comparable behavior to site returns in
the SOS speciﬁcation. In addition, the rule SiteReturn captures the synchronous semantics of Orc by matching an inactive
expression f̄ to consume the site return message. By this rule, the expression f̄ rewrites to a frozen auxiliary operator
sret : Expr × ResValue × Handle → Expr which equationally carries the response parameters down to the appropriate pending
handle expression, replacing it with ! w if w ∈ Value, or 0 if w = stop.
6.3. Timed semantics
Like the SOS-based rewriting semantics Rsos
Orc , time and the effects of time elapse are speciﬁed in the reduction semantics

Rred
Orc

using a simple tick rewrite rule and the δ methodology to propagate the effects of time elapse on the state [67,64].
In fact, the tick rewrite rule is almost identical to that of Rsos
Orc given in Section 5.3, but without the SOS one-step modiﬁer.
The rule relies on the eager and mte functions to capture the maximal, time-synchronous execution semantics, described
before in Section 4.3.

6
Unwanted concurrent execution of site calls, expression calls and publishing of values is avoided by equations that will introduce an error constant
of the kind [Expr] in such cases. For reasons of conﬂuence of the equations E r , an expression having error as a subterm immediately collapses to error
(see [4]).
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6.4. Executability properties of Rred
Orc
red
r
r
r
r
r
Like Rsos
Orc , the theory ROrc = ( , E ∪ B , R , φ ) is executable, which implies that it provides an interpreter for Orc
programs, and that formal analysis using its implementation in Maude, as a system module RED-ORC, is both sound and
complete. A detailed proof of this result, which is stated below as a theorem, is given in [7].
red
Theorem 3 (Executability of Rred
Orc ). The speciﬁcation given by ROrc satisﬁes the executability requirements of generalized rewrite
theories.
red
6.5. Equivalence of Rsos
Orc and ROrc
red
We shall now show that the SOS-based rewriting semantics, Rsos
Orc , and the reduction-based rewriting semantics, ROrc ,
are semantically equivalent, in the sense that an Orc program behaves in exactly the same way in both semantic models.
red
We show this by proving a more general result, stating that the semantic models given by Rsos
Orc and ROrc of any closed Orc
conﬁguration are strongly bisimilar. We ﬁrst deﬁne what we mean by a conﬁguration being closed.

Deﬁnition 4 (Closed conﬁgurations). An Orc conﬁguration  f , r  is well-formed if: (i) the conﬁguration  f , r  is in canonical
form; (ii) f does not contain any auxiliary function symbol, such as act↑ , sret, or tmp; and (iii) r contains at least the ﬁve
ﬁelds introduced in Section 4, namely: (1) lbl : l, with l ∈ Label, (2) hdl : η , with η ∈ HandleSet, (3) env : σ , with σ ∈ Env,
(4) msg : ρ , with ρ ∈ MsgPool, and (5) clk : t, with t ∈ Time. Moreover, a closed conﬁguration is a well-formed conﬁguration
in which no expression name appears free in f or σ .
red
We observe that a closed conﬁguration in Rsos
Orc is also a closed conﬁguration in ROrc and vice versa. This is due to the

red
fact that both Rsos
Orc and ROrc use the same semantic infrastructure. Moreover, we have the following easy lemma.

1 

Lemma 2 (Preservation of closed conﬁgurations). Let C be a closed conﬁguration. If Rsos
Orc  C → C for some conﬁguration C , then
1 

C  is closed. Similarly, if Rred
Orc  C → C , then C is closed.

red
Proof. This can be proved by rule induction on the rewriting relations induced by Rsos
Orc and ROrc , respectively.

2

red
Intuitively, preservation of well-formedness is trivial in both Rsos
Orc and ROrc by a quick examination of the rewrite rules.
It is also easy to see that closed conﬁgurations in Rsos
rewrite
to
conﬁgurations
that are also closed. Essentially, the only
Orc
rule in Rsos
that
might
introduce
expression
names
in
an
expression
is
the
[Def]
rule.
But since all expression declarations
Orc
are closed (have no free occurrences), and since actual parameters cannot be expression names, the resulting expression
must also be closed. A similar argument also applies to Rred
Orc . In what follows, we assume all conﬁgurations are closed.
red
The following lemma states that the deﬁnitions of eager conﬁgurations in Rsos
Orc and ROrc coincide. The lemma is an
easy consequence of the fact that the deﬁnitions of the eager predicate, the mte function, active and inactive expressions,
messages, and auxiliary functions for the time domain and handle names, are all shared in the same semantic infrastructure
given by R .

red
Lemma 3 (Timing strategy equivalence). For any conﬁguration C , Rsos
Orc  eager(C ) = true iff ROrc  eager(C ) = true, and, similarly,
red
Rsos
Orc  mte(C ) = t iff ROrc  mte(C ) = t, for any t ∈ Time.

Now we are ready to present the equivalence theorem, for which a detailed proof can be found in Appendix A.
Theorem 4. For any conﬁgurations C and C  , the following equivalence holds,
1

red
1 
Rsos
Orc  smallstep(·C ) → smallstep(·C ) ⇐⇒ ROrc  C → C .

The main result of this section can be derived as a consequence of Theorem 4 by taking as C the initial conﬁguration of
a program P given by [ P ] (see Section 4.3).
Corollary 1. For any Orc program P and conﬁguration C , we have
1
red
1
Rsos
Orc  [ P ] → smallstep(·C ) ⇐⇒ ROrc  [ P ] → C .

Proof. Immediate from Theorem 4 and the fact that [ P ] is closed.

2
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Table 1
A performance comparison of the rewriting semantics of Orc using Maude’s rewrite and search commands (times in milliseconds).
Timeout

Priority

Par-or

Timed-m

BCast

CList

Rsos
Orc

rewrite
search

1.0
1.0

1.0
2.0

8.0
84.0

14.0
326.0

3.0
5492.0

10.0
6.0×105

Rred
Orc

rewrite
search

1.0
1.0

1.0
1.0

1.0
3.0

1.0
4.0

1.0
56.0

1 .0
4.7×104

Table 2
A performance comparison of the rewriting semantics of Orc using Maude’s LTL model checker
applied to four instances of the dining philosophers problem (times in milliseconds).
Problem size

2

3

Rsos
Orc

22.0

2423.0

4

Rred
Orc

3.0

107.0

5
4.8×105

3230.0

∞
1.6×105

6.6. Performance comparison
Despite being bisimilar, the reduction rewriting semantics given by Rred
Orc enjoys a signiﬁcant performance advantage over
the SOS-based rewriting semantics given by Rsos
Orc . This section validates this claim by comparing the formal simulation and
analysis performance of the two rewrite theories through their speciﬁcations as system modules in Maude.
Throughout all experiments, performance is measured in terms of the CPU time – in milliseconds – taken to perform a
particular task as reported by Maude. The tasks are: (1) simulating six Orc programs using Maude’s rewrite command,
(2) exploring the state space of these six programs using Maude’s breadth-ﬁrst search command, and (3) model checking deadlock-freedom in four problem instances of a deadlock-free speciﬁcation of the dining philosophers problem using
Maude’s LTL model checker. The Orc programs used as benchmarks for these tasks were borrowed from, or inspired by,
examples in [61]. In particular, timeout, which was also given in Section 3.2, priority, which prioritizes a site call over
another, par-or, which speciﬁes a parallel (lazy) disjunction function, and timed-m, which makes four timed calls to a site,
were all borrowed from [61]. The Orc programs BCast, which implements a sequential broadcast, and CList, which constructs
in parallel a tuple of responses from external sites with timeout, were both inspired by [61]. The expression deﬁnitions for
BCast and CList are given in Appendix B. For the dining philosophers benchmark, we use the deadlock-free speciﬁcation
given in [61]. For simplicity, we assume no message delays for all the benchmarking tasks above.
The results of these experiments, which were carried out on a 2.93 GHz quad-core machine with 24 GB of memory
using Maude 2.6, are summarized in Tables 1 and 2. The results clearly show that the reduction semantics of Orc is much
more eﬃciently executable than the SOS-based semantics, especially when considering complex Orc expressions (having a
large number of parallel compositions). The performance gap is more evident when using the search command, since
searching builds proofs of all reachable states. In addition to having fewer and simpler rewrite rules in Rred
Orc , attempts
to apply the instantaneous action rules in Rred
Orc never fail (as can be veriﬁed by Maude’s proﬁler) since transition steps
corresponding to instantaneous actions are speciﬁed only by two rules that match active expressions for internal actions (the
rule labeled IAction), and inactive expressions for the external action of site return (the SiteReturn rule). This signiﬁcantly
reduces the need for backtracking-like behaviors when (recursively) searching for proofs of rewrite conditions, which is
characteristic of the SOS-based semantics. Finally, the performance advantage of Rred
Orc is even more pronounced in the
model checking experiments of the notoriously non-deterministic dining philosophers speciﬁcation, as shown by Table 2.
For the SOS-based semantics, the model checker did not ﬁnish within a reasonable amount of time for the problem instance
with ﬁve philosophers.7
7. The MO RC tool
MOrc is a web-based formal speciﬁcation and analysis tool for Orc programs based on Real-Time Maude (RTM) and the
8
real-time rewriting logic speciﬁcation of Orc, Rred
Orc . MOrc provides a user-friendly interface for specifying the Orc program
or expression to be analyzed, any sites and their deﬁnitions, and the desired formal analysis task and its parameters. The
tool supports three kinds of formal analyses: (1) simulation, (2) untimed and timed breadth-ﬁrst search, and (3) untimed
and time-bounded model-checking. The tool is designed to balance both simplicity and expressiveness by supporting user
inputs in standard Orc notation, hiding interactions with RTM, and providing generic templates for specifying parametric

7
It is important to note that, like the original SOS speciﬁcation of Orc, both rewriting semantics are fairly detailed, operational semantics of Orc, and
are, as a result, vulnerable to the state space explosion problem, when using the search or LTL model checking commands, particularly for programs with
increasing levels of non-determinism.
8
MOrc is actually based on an object-oriented extension of Rred
Orc , which is explained in [7].
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Fig. 10. The architecture of MOrc.

predicates (for both searching and model-checking), using which a wide range of formal properties can be speciﬁed. MOrc
can be accessed online at http://www.ccse.kfupm.edu.sa/~musab/morc.
7.1. Components of MOrc
MOrc is implemented as a dynamic web-based application with both: (1) a front-end client process (implemented using
Javascript and the JQuery library) to display appropriate interactive visual elements and manage interactions with the user,
and (2) a back-end server (implemented in PHP and C) that pre-processes user input, handles communication with RTM,
and post-processes Maude’s output. The diagram in Fig. 10 shows the main components of the tool and illustrates their
interactions.
The front-end of MOrc provides an intuitive interface for specifying inputs and displaying analysis results. The main
screen, shown in the screen-shot in Fig. 11, is divided into three main sections: (1) an Orc program/expression and site
input section, (2) a preloaded examples section, and (3) a tabbed analysis input/output section. The user may wish to
load, and then perhaps edit, one of the examples by clicking on it on the right panel, or he/she may specify an entirely
different Orc program/expression, essentially using the mathematical notation of the syntax of Orc deﬁned in Section 3.1
(a more precise deﬁnition of MOrc-admissible Orc syntax is given in [7]). Furthermore, custom sites can be deﬁned in the
“Custom Sites” panel of the program input area by deﬁning the site’s name, its parameters, and the values it may publish
(only functional sites can currently be user-deﬁned). Finally, the formal analysis section presents a tabbed interface with
three tabs corresponding to the three analysis modes supported, namely, simulation, search, and model-checking. Each tab
provides a customized panel for specifying analysis parameters for the corresponding analysis mode (described below in
Section 7.2).
Upon specifying the analysis parameters, the front-end constructs a request object (in Javascript Object Notation format,
or JSON) encapsulating all relevant input parameters, submits it to the back-end server, and waits for a response. As illustrated in Fig. 10, the back-end server passes the Orc program text P to a parser and a code generator (both written in C)
to build the Maude term T ( P ) corresponding to the initial state of P . The term T ( P ), along with the user-supplied analysis
parameters, is then fed into an RTM pre-processor that is responsible for generating the appropriate RTM formal analysis
command and, for searching and model-checking, a user module that extends the RTM Orc module ORC with custom predicates capturing the analysis parameters. After that, the generated module and command are supplied to RTM for execution.
The analysis output of RTM is parsed and processed before a server, JSON-encoded object is created and sent to the client.
When the client receives the server response object, the front-end replaces the analysis panel in the user interface with a
results panel that displays in a structured way the analysis results extracted from the response object.
7.2. Formal analysis using MOrc
Simulation. The simulation analysis panel implements RTM’s timed rewrite command trewrite. The panel may optionally specify limits on the simulation task, which is particularly useful for simulating non-terminating Orc programs. The
possible simulation limits are: (1) a logical time limit, which speciﬁes an upper bound on the logical time value of the state
of the program; (2) a publications limit, which speciﬁes an upper bound on the number of publications allowed; and (3) a
rewrite steps limit, which speciﬁes an upper bound on the number of transitions allowed in the semantics of Orc (where a
transition is either a site call, an expression call, the publishing of a value, a site return, or a time tick). If more than one
limit is speciﬁed, simulation proceeds until at least one of the limits is reached. As an example, we can load the Metronome
example, whose declaration was given in Section 3.2, from the “Examples” panel on MOrc’s interface:

Metronome(t) := let(signal) | rtimer(t) >> Metronome(t) .
Metronome(5)
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Fig. 11. The main screen of MOrc’s front-end.

Giving a logical time limit of 20 time units, and a publications limit of 2 causes the simulation to stop once the second publication of signal is made at logical time 5, with the resulting Orc expression being of the form: ?h » Metronome(5).
This generally corresponds to the following analysis command in RTM (where 2 is the speciﬁed publication limit):

(trew {[Metronome(t) := let(signal) | rtimer(t) >> Metronome(t) ;
Metronome(5), 2]} in time <= 20 .)
Finally, a timeout in seconds (which is available in all three analysis panels) must be speciﬁed to guard against having simulations running forever. For instance, running the simulation command on Metronome without specifying any simulation
limit causes the tool to display a timeout message.
Search. The search analysis panel implements the breadth-ﬁrst search command of RTM, which is either timed (using
tsearch), or untimed (using utsearch). Timed search takes into account explicit time-stamps of states, and allows
reasoning about timed properties of Orc programs, such as the number of publications within the ﬁrst t time units, the
time at which a speciﬁc value is published, and whether a pattern is reachable by a given timeout. When timed search is
selected, the user may specify the search time bound, or leave it unspeciﬁed for a timed search with no time limit. Untimed
search, on the other hand, ignores time-stamps on states, allowing only untimed properties to be speciﬁed and checked.
To perform a search, the user typically provides an Orc expression pattern that a solution state must satisfy. If speciﬁed, the
search command will look for states whose Orc expression components match at the top the given pattern. An Orc expression pattern can be either a concrete Orc expression, for example let(x) and if(x == y) » let(true), or a symbolic
pattern containing pattern meta-variables ranging over terms of appropriate types. Syntactically, a pattern meta-variable is
an identiﬁer of the form $[A-Z][A-Z]?[0-9]*, where the preﬁx dollar sign $ distinguishes pattern meta-variables from
Orc variables, and the ﬁrst one or two uppercase letters specify the type of the terms over which the pattern meta-variable
ranges (refer to MOrc’s site for supported meta-variables). For example, the pattern $F > $X > $F matches a sequential
composition of two identical sub-expressions, while the pattern $M($VL) | $E(1, $P) matches a parallel composition
of an enabled site call and an expression call with two parameters, the ﬁrst of which is the value 1. Pattern meta-variables,
which are internally translated into Maude meta-variables of appropriate sorts, enable symbolic reachability analysis without
requiring users of MOrc to be familiar with the underlying Maude syntax.
In addition to Orc expression patterns, semantic constraints on publications of Orc values can also be speciﬁed when
using search. First, the reachable state space of an Orc program can be constrained by giving an upper bound on the number
of publications allowed. Furthermore, it is possible to specify timed constraints (for timed search) or untimed constraints (for
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untimed search) on what values are published (Type I constraints) or the number of values published (Type II constraints) in
a state. MOrc provides two generic templates, corresponding to both types, for the speciﬁcation of such constraints, which
are internally translated into state predicates in RTM. For example, a timed Type I constraint may be that the Orc program
must have published a signal within the ﬁrst ﬁve time units of its execution, whereas an untimed Type II constraint may
require that the program must have published at least two values. The user may specify as many such constraints as desired
through MOrc’s interface. For a search task, the solution states will have to satisfy all the speciﬁed publication constraints
(i.e., the conjunction of the corresponding state predicates in RTM).
As an example, consider the Delayed Response example from the list of examples on the right pane, which is speciﬁed
as:

DelayedResponse(x,t) := rtimer(t) >> let(z) < z < x() .
DelayedResponse(clock, 5) | let(signal)
Using timed search with a strict upper bound of 5 time units (i.e. t < 5), and using the default values for the other search
parameters, we may verify the simple invariant that the site response from clock (which is the value 0) is never published
before 5 time units have passed. This can be achieved by giving a Type I constraint that looks for states with time-stamps
less than 5 in which the value 0 has been published, and making sure that no solution is found. This generally corresponds
to issuing the following RTM command (where pubValue? is a predicate modeling Type I constraints):
(tsearch [10] {[DelayedResponse(x,t) := rtimer(t) >> let(z) < z < x() ;
DelayedResponse(clock, 5) | let(signal)]}
=>+ {CF:Configuration} such that pubValue?(CF:Configuration, 0, ltr, 5)
in time < 5 .)

LTL Model-checking. The model checking analysis panel implements the linear temporal logic (LTL) model checking
command mc of RTM. As for search, model checking is either untimed, so that state time-stamps are abstracted away, or
time-bounded, (normally) with a given time bound. The LTL property to be veriﬁed in MOrc can be either the generic
absence-of-deadlock property, or a custom, user-deﬁned formula, typically based on user-deﬁned atomic predicates. MOrc
provides three generic templates for specifying named, parametric atomic predicates: (i) expression pattern predicate, which
speciﬁes a predicate that is true in a state whose expression component matches at the top the given pattern; (ii) publication
predicate, which speciﬁes a predicate that is true in a state in which the given value is published within the given time
constraints; and (iii) publication length predicate, which speciﬁes a predicate that is true in a state in which at least the
given number of publications are made within the given time constraints. Furthermore, an upper bound on the number of
publications (for time-bounded model-checking) may optionally be speciﬁed, which restricts the analysis to the subset of
the reachable state space satisfying this bound. The LTL formula ﬁeld, which is a required ﬁeld when specifying a custom
formula, allows specifying an LTL formula that may make use of user-deﬁned atomic predicates (see [7] for the syntax of
LTL formulas).
We illustrate how the model-checking interface panel may be used by means of a speciﬁcation in Orc of Fischer’s
protocol with two processes, which is a timed, shared-variable-based, synchronization protocol (assuming atomic reads and
writes) for controlling multi-process access to a critical section [43]. The speciﬁcation in Orc, which can be found in the
Examples panel in MOrc by the name FP N T , uses two sites: (1) shared, which represents the shared (synchronization)
variable, which can be set to a positive value, reset to 0, or waited on (for a possibly unbounded amount of time) to
be reset again; and (2) csection, which represents the critical section and blocks, when called, for a ﬁxed (ﬁnite) period
of time before responding. The mutual exclusion property can be veriﬁed in FP N T using untimed model checking of the
formula: [] ~ (cs1 /\ cs2), where [] denotes the LTL “always” operator, ~ the negation operator, /\ the conjunction
operator, and where csi , for i ∈ {1, 2}, are user-deﬁned atomic predicates speciﬁed using pattern expressions of the form
csection(i ) » $F1 | $F2. Alternatively, time-bounded model checking (with a reasonable time bound) may also be
used to verify this property up to the given bound. Another important property that is desired in such a protocol is absence
of livelock, so that some progress is being made by either process in the protocol. This can be veriﬁed by model checking
the formula: [] <> (cs1 \/ cs2), where <> denotes the LTL “eventually” operator and \/ is for disjunction.

8. Related work
Rewriting logic semantics project. Several recent research projects within the rewriting logic semantics project [56,73,
58], which are closely related to this work, have been conducted. For example, a formal framework for the speciﬁcation
and analysis of timing properties in software design based on RTM was presented at [2]. The framework uses a ﬂexible
intermediate language with timeouts to specify software components in a design, and allows for both static analysis (using
abstract interpretations) and dynamic analysis (searching and model checking) of timed properties. Another recent example
is an RTM-based tool for specifying and analyzing synchronous, real-time embedded software systems in Ptolemy II [9]. The
tool implements a code generation infrastructure, similar to MOrc’s, minimizing exposure to the underlying Maude model.
A third example, also for embedded software components, but with emphasis on safety-critical systems, is given in [65],
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where an object-based, formal semantics of a behavioral subset of AADL in RTM is used as a formal analysis back-end for
AADL speciﬁcations. This last work has been extended in [8,10] to handle synchronous AADL models. For a recent survey of
these and several other examples, the reader is referred to [54].
Formal semantics of Orc. In addition to the operational SOS semantics of Orc in [61] and its timed SOS extension in [82],
several denotational formalizations of Orc’s semantics, which are better suited for reasoning about algebraic properties in
the language than for describing the operational behavior of Orc programs, have been developed [37,40,69]. The deﬁnitive
work on Orc is the upcoming [60], which gives a thorough treatment of the Orc semantics, the Orc language, and its
powerful features for structured concurrent programming. Encodings of Orc in some other formal models of concurrency,
including encodings in the π -calculus [23], Petri nets and the join calculus [17], and networks of timed automata [24,
25], were also given, indirectly providing formal semantics to Orc and highlighting some of its semantic subtleties. The
SOS-based rewriting semantics of Orc, along with some of the operational approaches cited above, has similarities with the
various SOS semantics that have been given for different timed process calculi, such as ATP [63] and TLP [36], and real-time
extensions to various process calculi, such as extensions of ACP [11,12], CCS [20], and CSP [72].
Formal analysis of service compositions. Over the last few years, the problem of formally specifying and verifying service
compositions has been approached in several different ways. Below, we selectively highlight some of the most relevant
approaches.
An automata-theoretic approach, which was proposed in [24,25] (using a compositional partial order reduction technique
to improve performance [76]), leverages available model checking tools for timed automata models, namely Uppaal [13], by
modeling the semantics of an Orc expression as a network of timed automata. Unlike MOrc, the resulting Uppaal-based tool
enables formal veriﬁcation of only a subset of Orc with limited recursion, where the number of threads in an Orc expression
is ﬁxed. A fundamentally similar approach, but based on an abstraction of BPEL activities instead of Orc, is used in [38],
where an abstracted BPEL process is transformed into a network of Web Service Timed Transition Systems (WSTTS), which
are essentially timed automata tailored in design for web service compositions. An implementation of the underlying model
enables model checking analysis of timed properties, which are speciﬁed in discrete-time Duration Calculus. In comparison
to the rewriting-based approach of the paper, automata-based methods are limited in expressiveness and are, as a result,
insuﬃcient for modeling the full generality of service compositions.
Models of service compositions using Petri nets, and their extensions, have been developed. Most of these approaches,
such as [35,84,75], tend to ﬁrst deﬁne a process calculus in which service composition constructs are speciﬁed, and give
such constructs formal semantics as Petri nets. Correctness of composition speciﬁcations can then be veriﬁed using standard
reachability analysis methods for Petri net models. A fairly recent, introductory book on modeling business processes using
Petri nets is also available [77].
Several other (non-Petri-net-based) process-algebraic approaches to service composition speciﬁcation were developed.
The general theme of these methods is to ﬁrst specify a process calculus with specialized constructs for the targeted aspects of a service composition, like persistent sessions, error handling (exceptions), or security properties, and then develop
their formal semantics in some form of a transition system, on which formal veriﬁcation is based. Examples of such efforts,
many of which were partially supported by the Sensoria project [83], include: (1) Service-Centered Calculus (SCC) [14],
an Orc-inspired process calculus of service compositions with persistent sessions; (2) Stream-based Service Centered Calculus (SSCC) [44], an SCC-inspired calculus for modeling orchestrations and conversations; (3) Service Oriented Computing
Kernel (SOCK) [33], which deﬁnes a layered process calculus for modularly specifying service behaviors, service sessions,
and service compositions; (4) the Calculus for Orchestration of Web Services (COWS) [45], a timed process calculus with
termination constructs; (5) Event Calculus for Web Services [34], a process calculus with events and event scopes for error handling; and (6) Signal Calculus (SC) [29], a variant of the Ambient Calculus [19] for event-notiﬁcation-based service
coordination. Most of these calculi emphasize expressiveness and conciseness by providing constructs that capture different aspects of services, and demonstrate them with examples. It is not clear, however, how mechanizable such formalisms
are for performing automatic formal analysis. Bruni [15] provided a survey of such process-calculus-based approaches, and
described one of his own, called the Calculus of Sessions and Pipelines (CaSPiS) [15,16], which is a calculus for describing
service sessions and their interactions. Further related work on formal analysis of service compositions given in [31] uses
game-theoretic methods to formally analyze uncertainty in the behaviors of service orchestrations (expressed in Orc) under
bursts of demand.
Other approaches that are based directly on BPEL (and related industrial languages) have also been proposed. Given the
fact that BPEL and similar languages are descriptive and verbose, and lack any sort of formal semantics, these approaches
essentially try to provide formalizations of (subsets of) these industrial languages in some formal model of computation, like
BPEL encodings in Petri Nets [47], the π -calculus [48], Event Calculus [71], and Message Sequence Charts [30]. Alternatively,
they may devise new BPEL-inspired core languages for service orchestrations that capture some of BPEL’s salient features,
such as transactions and process termination, including, for example, Blite [46], and the BPEL-based process calculi of [79]
and [1], focusing on studying correlations between orchestration processes within service choreographies. Nevertheless, as a
result of BPEL’s complexity and expansive feature-set, a comprehensive and practical BPEL-based formal framework for the
speciﬁcation and veriﬁcation of service orchestrations remains elusive.
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9. Conclusion
Orc [59,61,82] is a very powerful calculus and language for concurrent programming combining great simplicity and
mathematical elegance with practical applicability to a wide range of concurrent programming areas. Its semantics is a
matter of great importance for theoretical, veriﬁcation, and implementation purposes. However, Orc’s semantics is subtle,
due to its real-time aspects and to the distinction between internal and external computation. Faithfully capturing the
Orc semantics is therefore a nontrivial challenge for a semantic framework. Furthermore, the real goal should be not just
capturing a “paper semantics,” but obtaining an executable one from which interpreters, language implementations, and
program analysis tools can be derived, essentially for free.
In this work we have shown that the semantic framework of rewriting logic [52] and its support for speciﬁcation of
both concurrency and real-time computation [64] can naturally and elegantly capture all the aspects of the Orc semantics
in an executable way. As a side effect, we have also obtained a new formulation of Orcs’s synchronous SOS that naturally
captures with a single transition relation what required two different transition relations in [61]. For eﬃciency reasons we
have also developed a reduction style semantics strongly bisimilar to the single-step style semantics, but vastly superior in
eﬃciency. This is of great practical importance to make semantics-based Orc tools such as interpreters and model checkers
much more eﬃcient.
An important practical result of this work is the development of the MOrc semantics-based interpreter and model
checker. MOrc hides from the user the underlying Real-Time Maude tool where Orc programs are executed and model
checked by providing a user interface where only acquaintance with Orc itself is required. This is an instance of a general
methodology within the rewriting logic semantics project [51,56,57], where formal methods are hidden “under the hood,”
so that a language user can perform sophisticated program analyses without having to be familiar with the underlying
formalism (see [27,9,8] for other examples of similar Maude-based program analysis tools whose formal underpinnings are
hidden “under the hood”).
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Appendix A. Proof of the equivalence theorem (Theorem 4)
red
s
r

In this section, we refer to the theories Rsos
Orc and ROrc respectively by R and R , and use C →R C to denote
1 
R  C → C , for brevity and notational convenience.

Proof. (⇒) By induction on a proof of smallstep(·C ) →Rs smallstep(·C  ), which is abbreviated below as (·C ) →Rs (·C  ).
There are six base cases, corresponding to the rules [SiteCall], [Publish], [Def], [SiteRetV], [SiteRetStop], and [Tick] in Rs :

• [SiteCall]: If h is a fresh handle with respect to a handle set η , and

(· M ( v ), lbl : l | msg : ρ | hdl : η | r )
→Rs (?h, lbl : M  v , h | msg : ρ [ M , v , h] | hdl : η, h | r )
=Rs (·?h, lbl : | msg : ρ [ M , v , h] | hdl : η, h | r )
then, by [IAction] (and [SiteCall]) in Rr , and using the substitution { f  → γ , i → siteCall( M , v )}, we have

 M ( v ), lbl : l | msg : ρ | hdl : η | r 
→Rr act↑ (γ , siteCall( M , v )), lbl : l | msg : ρ | hdl : η | r 
=Rr act↓ (γ , ?h), lbl : | msg : ρ [ M , v , h]) | hdl : η, h | r 
=Rr ?h, lbl : | msg : ρ [ M , v , h] | hdl : η, h |r .
The base cases for the remaining internal actions, [Publish] and [Def], are similar.

• [SiteRetV]: Suppose

(·?h, lbl : l | msg : ρ [ v , h] | hdl : η, h | r )
→Rs (! v , lbl : h?v | msg : ρ | hdl : η | r )
=Rs (·! v , lbl : | msg : ρ | hdl : η | r ).
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Since ?h is an inactive expression and h ∈ handles(?h) = true is provable from Rr , we use the rule SiteRet in Rr (with
the substitution { f̄ →?h}) to get:

?h, lbl : l | msg : ρ [ v , h] | hdl : η, h | r 
→Rr sret(?h, v , h), lbl : | msg : ρ | hdl : η | r 
=Rr ! v , lbl : | msg : ρ | hdl : η | r .
The base case for [SiteRetStop] is similar.

• [Tick]: Suppose

(· f̄ , clk : t | r ) →Rs ( f̄ , clk : t + t  | δ(r , t  )).
Then, Rs proves t  = mte(C ), which is non-zero, and eager(C ) = true. By Lemma 3, Rr , too, proves that t  is the maximum time elapse of C and that C is not an eager conﬁguration. Therefore, by the Tick rule in Rr , we have:

 f̄ , clk : t | r  →Rs  f̄ , clk : t + t  | δ(r , t  ).
For the inductive step, there are fourteen cases corresponding to the inductive rules listed in Fig. 7. We discuss below
representative cases for symmetric parallel and sequential compositions. The remaining cases for asymmetric parallel and
otherwise compositions are similar.

• [SymI]. Suppose (· f̂ | g , lbl : l | r ) →Rs ( f  | g , lbl : i | r  ), which is equationally equivalent to (· f  | g , lbl : | r  ), then
we have

(· f̂ , lbl : | r ) →Rs ( f  , lbl : i | r  ) =Rs (· f  , lbl : | r  ).
By the inductive assumption, this implies  f̂ , lbl : | r  →Rr  f  , lbl : | r  , by an application of [IAction] in Rr such
that there exists an active base expression as a subexpression of f̂ . Therefore, f̂ →Rr act↑ ( f  , i ), with f  = f̂ [ p ← b],
for some position p in f̂ and b is either tmp or 0, depending on whether the internal action is a (site or expression)
call or a publishing of a value, respectively. By congruence, this implies f̂ | g →Rr act↑ ( f  , i ) | g, which is equal to
act↑ ( f  | g , i ). If the action i is a call, then by the rule [IAction]:

 f̂ | g , lbl : l | r  →Rr act↑ ( f  | g , i ), lbl : l | r 
=Rr act↓ ( f  | g , e ), lbl : | r  
=Rr  f  | g , lbl : | r  
where e is a handle expression if i is a site call, or the instantiation of a body of an appropriate expression declaration
if i is an expression call. The remaining case when the action i is a publishing action is similar.
• [SymE]. Let u be a site return label, and suppose

(· f̄ | ḡ , lbl : l | r ) →Rs ( f  | ḡ , lbl : u | r  ) =Rs (· f  | ḡ , lbl : | r  ).
Then (· f̄ , lbl : | r ) →Rs ( f  , lbl : u | r  ) =Rs (· f  , lbl : | r  ). By the inductive assumption, this implies  f̄ , lbl :
| r  →Rr  f  , lbl : | r  , by an application of [SiteReturn] in Rr such that there exists a handle base expression of
the form ?h as a subexpression of f̄ at some position p, that a message [ w , h] exists in the set of handles in the
handles ﬁeld of r, and that f  is either f̄ [ p ← 0] or f̄ [ p ←! v ], depending on whether the return value is a stop value
or not, respectively. Therefore, by [SiteReturn], we have:

 f̄ | g , lbl : l | r  →Rr sret( f̄ | g , w , h), lbl : , | r  
=Rr sret( f̄ , w , h) | sret( g , w , h), lbl : , | r  
=Rr  f  | g , lbl : , | r  .
• [Seq1V]. Suppose

(· f̂ > x > g , lbl : l | r ) →Rs (( f  > x > g ) | [ v /x] g , lbl : τ | r  )
which is equationally equivalent to (·( f  > x > g ) | [ v /x] g , lbl :
| r  ). Then, (· f̂ , lbl : | r ) →Rs ( f  , lbl :
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that v is not bound in f̂ . Therefore, f̂ →Rr act↑ ( f  , publish( v )), with f  = f̂ [ p ← 0], for some position p in f̂ . By congruence, this implies f̂ > x > g →Rr act↑ ( f  , publish( v )) > x > g, which is equal to act↑ ( f  > x > g | [ v /x] g , publishτ ),
and, thus, by the rule [IAction]:

 f̂ > x > g , lbl : l | r  →Rr act↑ ( f  > x > g | [ v /x] g , publishτ ), lbl : l | r 
=Rr  f  > x > g | [ v /x] g , lbl : | r  .
• [Seq1NI]. Suppose

(· f̂ > x > g , lbl : l | r ) →Rs ( f  > x > g , lbl : n | r  )
=Rs (· f  > x > g , lbl : | r  )
for some internal, non-publishing label n. Then, (· f̂ , lbl :
| r ) →Rs ( f  , lbl : n | r  ) =Rs (· f  , lbl : | r  ). By
the induction hypothesis, this implies  f̂ , lbl :
| r ) →Rr ( f  , lbl : | r   by an application of [IAction] in Rr
such that f̂ has as a subexpression a base expression of one of the following forms: (i) a site call expression
M ( v ), (ii) an expression call expression E ( p ), or (iii) a publishing expression ! v with v bound in f̂ . For case (i),
f̂ →Rr act↑ ( f tmp , siteCall( M , v )), with f tmp = f̂ [ p ← tmp], for some position p in f̂ . By congruence, this implies
f̂ > x > g →Rr act↑ ( f tmp , siteCall( M , v )) > x > g, which is equal to act↑ ( f tmp > x > g , siteCall( M , v )), and, thus, by
the rule [IAction]:

 f̂ > x > g , lbl : l | r  →Rr act↑ ( f tmp > x > g , siteCall( M , v )), lbl : l | r 
=Rr act↓ ( f tmp > x > g , ?h), lbl : | r  
=Rr  f  > x > g , lbl : | r  .
Cases (ii) and (iii) can similarly be checked using IAction and the appropriate equations in Rr .
• [Seq1NE]. Let u be a site return label, and suppose

(· f̄ > x > g , lbl : l | r  →Rs  f  > x > g , lbl : u | r  )
=Rs (· f  > x > g , lbl : | r  ).
Then, (· f̄ , lbl : | r  →Rs  f  , lbl : u | r  ). By the induction hypothesis, this implies  f̄ , lbl : | r  →Rr  f  , lbl : | r   by
an application of [SiteReturn] in Rr such that there exists a handle base expression of the form ?h as a subexpression
of f̄ at some position p, that a message [ w , h] exists in the set of handles in the handles ﬁeld of r, and that f  is either
f̄ [ p ← 0] or f̄ [ p ←! v ], depending on whether the return value is a stop value or not, respectively. Therefore, we have
by [SiteReturn]:

 f̄ > x > g , lbl : l | r  →Rr sret( f̄ > x > g , w , h), lbl : , | r  
=Rr sret( f̄ , w , h) > x > g , lbl : , | r  
=Rr  f  > x > g , lbl : , | r  .
The inductive cases for [Asym2I] and [Asym2E] are, respectively, similar to [SymI] and [SymE]. The cases for [Asym1V] and
[OtherV] are similar to the value publishing case of [Seq1V], while the cases for [Asym1NI] and [OtherNI] are similar
to the internal non-publishing case of [Seq1NI]. Finally, the cases for the external site return action, namely [Asym1NEa],
[Asym1NEb] and [OtherNE] are similar to [Seq1NE].
(⇐) If C →Rr C  is an instance of the [Tick] rule (i.e., C is not an eager conﬁguration), then the implication holds
trivially by the corresponding [Tick] rule in Rs by Lemma 3. So, suppose that the rewrite in the hypothesis is not an
instance of the tick rule. Then, we observe that it must be an instance of an instantaneous action, which can either be an
internal action (with the [IAction] rule) or a site return action (using the [SiteReturn] rule). This implies that the expression
component f of C is either active or inactive (i.e., non-zero). To complete the proof, we proceed by induction on f .
If f is a base active expression (i.e. M ( v ), E ( p ), or ! v), then the implication holds easily by the equations in Rr , the
assumption that C is closed, and the corresponding base rules ([SiteCall], [Def], and [Publish]) for these expressions in
Rs . Similarly, if f is a base inactive expression, namely the handle expression ?h, then the implication follows using the
corresponding site return rules in Rs ([SiteRetV] and [SiteRetStop], for the cases of returning an Orc value or a stop value,
respectively).
Suppose that the expression f is of the form f | g. If the hypothesis is an instance of an internal action i, then, modulo
commutativity, it must be of the form

 f̂ | g , lbl : l | r  →Rr  f  | g , lbl : | r  
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with f̂ having as a sub-expression a base active expression at some position p. Then, f̂ →Rr act↑ ( f  , i ), with f  = f̂ [ p ←
b], for some position p in f̂ and b is either tmp or 0, depending on whether the internal action is a (site or expression) call
or a publishing of a value, respectively. By the equations deﬁning act↑ for internal actions, this implies  f̂ , lbl : | r  →Rr
 f  , lbl : | r  , which by the induction hypothesis implies (· f̂ , lbl : | r ) →Rs ( f  , lbl : i | r  ), and thus the conclusion
holds by the rule SymI in Rs . If the action is an instance of a site return u, then the hypothesis is of the form:

 f̄ | ḡ , lbl : l | r  →Rr  f  | ḡ , lbl : | r  
with f̄ having as a sub-expression a handle expression of the form ?h, and r having in its messages ﬁeld an incoming
message of the form [ w , h], and in its handles ﬁeld a handle h. By the [SiteReturn] rule and the equations deﬁning sret for
site return actions, this implies  f̄ , lbl : l | r  →Rr  f  , lbl : | r  . The induction hypothesis, and the [SymE] rule in Rs imply
the desired conclusion.
Suppose f is of the form f > x > g. There are three cases. First, the hypothesis may be an instance of a publishing
action, and hence of the form

 f̂ > x > g , lbl : l | r ) →Rr (( f  > x > g ) | [ v /x] g , lbl : | r  
with f̂ having as a sub-expression a base publishing expression ! v such that v is not bound in f̂ . By the [IAction] and
[Publish] rules, and the equations deﬁning act↑ for publishing actions, this implies  f̂ , lbl : | r ) →Rr ( f  , lbl : | r  . By
induction, and rule [Seq1V] in Rs , the conclusion holds.
The second case is when the action is a non-publishing internal action (i.e. a site call or a τ action). In this case the
hypothesis has the form:

 f̂ > x > g , lbl : l | r  →Rr  f  > x > g , lbl : | r  
where, by the [IAction] rule, f̂ has as a sub-expression either a site call, an expression call or a publishing expression
in a value-binding position. Again, [IAction] and the equations deﬁning act↑ for non-publishing internal actions, imply
 f̂ , lbl : | r ) →Rr ( f  , lbl : | r  . Induction and rule [Seq1NI] in Rs complete the proof of this case
Finally, the action may be an external site return action, and the hypothesis has the form:

 f̄ > x > g , lbl : l | r  →Rr  f  > x > g , lbl : | r  
which, by the [SiteReturn] rule, the equations deﬁning sret, the inductive hypothesis and the Rs rule [Seq1NE], implies the
desired conclusion.
The inductive cases for the asymmetric parallel composition and the otherwise composition are similar and follow by
induction and the corresponding rules in Rs . 2
Appendix B. BC AST and CL IST expression declarations
The Orc program BCast has the following declaration:

BCast(m, x)  (if (empty(x))

let(signal)

| if (¬empty(x))

head(x) > a > a(m)

BCast(m, tail(x)))

where empty, head, and tail are (local) sites implementing list functions.
The program CList has the following declaration:

CList(x)  (if (empty(x))

| if (¬empty(x))

let([])
head(x) > a > (append( y , ys)

< y < (a() | Rtimer(5)

let(signal))

< ys < CList(tail(x))))
with append a local site that appends an element to a list.
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